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I. INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

A. Introduction and Summary 

The Commission should sustain the complaint.  For twenty-five years, Philadelphia Gas 

Works (“PGW”) has delivered natural gas to Grays Ferry Cogeneration Partnership (“Grays 

Ferry”) and its steam provider utility affiliate, Vicinity Energy Philadelphia, Inc. (“VEPI”) 

(collectively, “Vicinity” or “GFCP/VEPI”) using a dedicated high pressure pipeline that Grays 

Ferry paid to build/rehabilitate and since has paid annually to maintain. (Tr. 50).  The evidence 

demonstrates that the existing contract rate fairly compensates PGW for the limited service it 

provides on that dedicated, four mile, high pressure pipeline. (St. JC1, 13:1-8).  The evidence 

further demonstrates that in cost-of-service studies PGW itself presented in sworn testimony to the 

Commission in PGW’s three most recent rate cases, PGW acknowledged that it uses only the 

dedicated, four mile, high pressure pipeline to serve Grays Ferry, not PGW’s extensive and 

expensive low pressure distribution system. (Tr. 50).  PGW’s distribution system contains more 

than 6000 miles of mains and service lines. (PGW St. 1R, 4:16).  Nothing has changed in the way 

PGW serves Grays Ferry and yet, because the contract expires at the end of 2022, PGW now seeks, 

opportunistically, to increase the rate almost tenfold, asserting without basis and for the first time 

that Grays Ferry utilizes the entire PGW system. (Tr. 181-183).  PGW’s assertion is unsupported 

by the record facts, is counter to PGW’s own sworn testimony in its three most recent base rate 

cases, and PGW’s position based upon this unsupported assertion violates fundamental ratemaking 

principles, poses an existential threat to the energy loop that serves Philadelphia’s downtown 

businesses and hospitals, and is contrary to the public interest.  The Commission should direct 

PGW to develop the new rate for Grays Ferry’s transportation service based on direct assignment 

of the costs of the dedicated, four mile, high pressure pipeline that provides its service. 
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Key points: 

• Vicinity paid the entire amount to build/rehabilitate the dedicated, four mile, high 
pressure pipeline that serves Vicinity. 

• The four mile, high pressure pipeline serves only Vicinity. 

• Apart from the bundled low pressure sales gas purchases for which Vicinity pays 
the cost of service and that represent just over 1 percent of PGW’s deliveries to 
Vicinity -- which are not at issue in this case – Vicinity takes all of its gas through 
the dedicated four-mile pipeline. 

• The capacity swap effectuated through Alternative Receipt Service (“ARS”) does 
not change how gas is transported to Vicinity and should not result in compelling 
Vicinity to pay for system costs unrelated to Vicinity’s usage – a point PGW 
advocated in the three rate cases prior to this complaint. 

• PGW initially sought a 900 percent rate increase which prompted this complaint – 
it is unclear what PGW is really asking for now. 

• If PGW continues to try to charge Vicinity an exorbitant rate, Vicinity will have no 
choice but to build its own pipeline bypassing PGW. 

• If Vicinity stops taking service through the dedicated high pressure pipe, PGW’s 
costs will not go down – but its revenue will decrease by more than $2.5 million 
annually.  PGW’s loss of this revenue will place dramatic upward pressure on all 
its other end users. 

• Vicinity does not desire to leave PGW’s network but will do so absent reasonable, 
cost of service base rates in a new contract. 

Relief sought: 

• The Commission has the authority to simply extend the existing contract with the 
proposed modifications described in this brief. 

• The Commission can compel PGW to transfer ownership of the dedicated pipeline 
Vicinity already paid for and permanently release the capacity PGW already 
releases to Vicinity. 

 
B. Procedural History 

1. On October 22, 2021, Vicinity filed the instant formal complaint alleging that 

PGW’s conduct in demanding unjust and unreasonable rates was in violation of Sections 1301, 
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1304 and 1501 of the Public Utility Code, 66 PA. C.S. §§1301, 1304, 1501, and that PGW was 

engaging in improper anti-competitive behavior.  

2. On November 8, 2021, Vicinity Served its first set of data requests on PGW. 

3. On November 18, 2021, PGW filed Objections to Vicinity’s data requests. 

4. On November 22, 2021, PGW filed its Answer and New Matter to the Formal 

Complaint, Preliminary Objections to Vicinity’s Formal Complaint and a Motion to Stay 

Discovery Pending the outcome of the Preliminary Objections. 

5. On December 2, 2021, Vicinity filed its Answer to PGW’s Preliminary Objections. 

6. On December 13, 2021, Vicinity filed its Answer to PGW’s New Matter and an 

Answer to PGW’s Motion to Stay Discovery. 

7. On December 22, 2021, Presiding Administrative Law Judge, Marta Guhl, issued 

a Prehearing Order that scheduled a Prehearing Conference for January 13, 2022, required parties 

to prepare, file and serve Prehearing Memoranda on or Before January 10, 2022, and established 

the matters to be addressed by such Memoranda. 

8. On January 13, 2022, a Prehearing Conference was held before Presiding 

Administrative Law Judge, Marta Guhl.  On the record of that Conference, Judge Guhl orally 

denied the Preliminary Objections raised by PGW and established a procedural schedule for this 

matter. 

9. On January 25, 2022, Vicinity filed an unopposed Motion for Protective Order 

which was Granted by the Presiding Administrative Law Judge on February 3, 2022. 

10. Pursuant to the procedural schedule established at the Prehearing Conference, a 

hearing was held on August 9, 2022, at which, the Direct, and Surrebuttal testimony of one witness 
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for Vicinity, Mr. James L. Crist, was admitted to the record, and Mr. Crist provided Oral Rejoinder 

and was subjected to cross examination.   

11. Also at the August 9, 2022 hearing, the Rebuttal Testimony of six PGW witnesses 

was admitted into the record:  Mr. Zuk, Mr. Reeves, Mr. Teme, Ms. Heppenstall, Mr. Lacey and 

Mr. Carrier; additionally, Surrebuttal for Mr. Reeves, Ms. Heppenstall, and Mr. Lacey and 

additional Surrebuttal for Mr. Reeves was admitted into the record.  All PGW witnesses except 

Mr. Carrier (for whom cross was waived) were subject to cross examination on the record. 

12. Also at the August 9, 2022 hearing, Mr. Mierzwa’s Rebuttal and Surrebuttal 

Testimony on behalf of the OCA was admitted into the record, but cross examination was waived 

by all parties.  

13. Also at the August 9, 2022 hearing, Mr. Knecht’s Rebuttal and Surrebuttal 

Testimonies on behalf of the Office of Small Business Advocate was admitted with all parties 

waiving cross examination as well.   

14. On the record at the August 9, 2022 hearing, the Presiding Administrative Law 

Judge also orally denied all Motions to Compel filed in this proceeding. 

15. On August 15, 2022, Presiding Administrative Law Judge issued a Briefing Order 

that set the parameters for briefs and the briefing schedule that requires Vicinity to file its Main 

Brief on or before September 20, 2022.  

16. Vicinity is timely filing this Main Brief. 

 

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

In filing its Complaint, Vicinity seeks the Commission’s assistance in reaching a contract 

with PGW that is just and reasonable in light of the actual cost to serve Vicinity and other relevant 

facts.  Accordingly, Vicinity urges the Commission to find the following as facts supported by the 
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record, and to either fix a rate or order PGW to propose a rate consistent with the facts set forth 

below:  

1. Vicinity is the largest customer by far on the PGW system; its unique 
size, plant location and service are unlike any other customer class, 
and merits rate treatment based on cost causation. (St. JC1, 21:10-15);   

2. The four mile, high pressure, dedicated pipeline that provides service 
to Vicinity serves no other customers, was constructed pursuant to a 
Contract, and was paid for in full by Vicinity (St. JC1, 8:3-9);  

3.  Vicinity annually pays an Operations & Maintenance (“O&M”) 
charge to maintain the four-mile pipeline that likely far exceeds 
PGW’s actual costs; 1  

4.  Vicinity’s receipt of gas transportation service, with the exception of 
bundled sales service, is provided entirely via the four mile, high 
pressure pipeline which is both physically separate from the PGW low 
pressure distribution system, and operationally separate, as it operates 
at pressures exceeding 450 psig, while the low-pressure distribution 
system operates at pressures less than 150 psig (Tr. 50);  

5.  Vicinity’s receipt of service via the four mile, high pressure pipeline 
does not impose any costs on any other PGW customer, but rather 
provides over $ 2,500,000.00 of incremental annual income for PGW 
that it would not receive without Vicinity (St. JC1, 26:10-12);  

6.  Vicinity’s receipt of small quantities of bundled sales service 
(approximately 1.4 percent of total volume) is already priced at a level 
that reflects the cost of service on PGW’s distribution system (St. JC1, 
17:4-14) and Vicinity has no dispute with PGW over the pricing of 
this service;  

7.  The ARS service Vicinity receives does not use PGW’s low pressure 
distribution system in any way: the ARS gas that PGW delivers to 
Vicinity is delivered via the four mile, high pressure pipeline, and the 
ARS gas that Vicinity delivers to PGW is delivered to the Skippack 
lateral in place of gas that PGW would otherwise have had to purchase 
for its customers (Tr. 50);  

8.  Vicinity has prudently and persistently pursued plans to bypass PGW 
since it became clear that a negotiated option was not likely to be 
fruitful (St. JCR-SR 7:14-8:4);  

 
1 PGW was unable to produce operation and maintenance cost records for the four-mile pipeline, but Vicinity has 
estimated the costs to be less than the annual fee it pays, and PGW has offered no proof to the contrary. (St. JC1, 
8:13-18; Exhibits JC3.1 and JC3.2). 
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9.  PGW’s rate demand is belied by its own proffered cost of service 
study which shows that the highest rate PGW could justify on a cost-
of-service basis for service to Vicinity on the four-mile high pressure 
pipeline is less than $ 0.21/Dth (St. JC1-SR, 16:2-17:11), with the 
caveat that Vicinity believes the appropriate rate is the current 
$0.08/Dth rate (St. JC1-SR, 16:2-17:11). 

In 1996, Grays Ferry and its steam provider utility affiliate VEPI entered into a contract 

for natural gas service with the Philadelphia Area Industrial Development Authority (“PAID”) 

who acted on PGW’s behalf (“Contract”).  The Contract obligated PGW to provide natural gas 

distribution service to Grays Ferry and VEPI for 25 years, through 2022. (St. JC1, 5:3-13).  The 

Contract2 was designed to induce Vicinity to forgo constructing its own bypass pipeline in 1996 

that would have connected directly to Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation’s (“TETCO”) 

Philadelphia Lateral. (St. JC1, 6:3-7:11).  That bypass had the approval of the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) (St. JC1, 6:17-19; Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation; 

Docket No. CP95-76-000, Order Denying Protests and Authorizing Construction and Operation 

of Facilities, Issued April 5, 1995).  The engineering was complete, and the rights-of-way had been 

acquired. (St. JC1, 6:8-15).  Instead, Vicinity shelved its bypass plan and agreed to allow PGW to 

provide the service through a dedicated four-mile pipeline that would interconnect with TETCO 

and transport natural gas at high pressure to Vicinity’s facility at Grays Ferry. (St. JC1, 7:5-11).  

The four mile, high pressure pipeline consisted of a refurbished segment of pipe PGW previously 

used to transport naphtha, in combination with a short, newly constructed pipe segment. (St. JC1, 

7:13-19).  Under the terms of twenty-five-year Contract that expires later this year, Vicinity paid 

PGW $10.1 million for the construction/refurbishment of the two pipe segments and further agreed 

to pay an initial annual operations and maintenance fee of $100,000/year that, by contract, 

 
2 The Contract is not part of the record in this matter.  If your Honor or the Commission requires the contract to aid 
in reaching a determination, Vicinity will provide it.  
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escalated to $160,000/year by 2021. (St. JC1, 25:5-16).  The parties agreed to a transportation rate 

for distribution service on that high pressure pipeline of $0.08/Dth. (St. JC1, 8:3-18).   

As a source of gas for the four-mile pipeline, Vicinity needed interstate pipeline capacity 

on the TETCO mainline and on TETCO’s Philadelphia Lateral.  Although Vicinity already had its 

own capacity on TETCO’s facilities, Vicinity needed additional capacity on TETCO’s facilities. 

Accordingly, the 1996 Contract included two provisions to address that need. (St. JC1, 15:19-

16:6).  The first is the Release Capacity provision, under which PGW agreed to release 36,000 

Dth/day of its TETCO capacity for Vicinity’s use, for which Vicinity reimbursed PGW.  The 

release capacity was seasonal, expensive, and is not available during the winter months. (St. JC1, 

15:17-16:6).  The second provision is known as Alternate Receipt Service (“ARS”) and was 

created so that PGW could provide additional capacity on the Philadelphia Lateral to Vicinity 

without formally releasing the capacity. (St. JC1, 16:8-17:2).  As can be seen on PGW Cross Exam 

Exhibit 5, the provision of ARS requires PGW to use its capacity on the Philadelphia lateral to 

deliver a specified quantity of gas to Vicinity at the interconnection between TETCO and the four-

mile pipeline, while Vicinity simultaneously uses its capacity on the TETCO mainline to deliver 

the same quantity of gas to PGW at the downstream interconnection between TETCO and PGW 

on the Skippack lateral.  The resulting swap of volumes does not require a capacity release.  PGW 

incurs negligible expense to administer ARS. (St. JC1, 16:8-17:2; Reeves testimony p. 163 

“[W]hile that cost [referencing ARS] might be minimal….”).  Moreover, PGW is permitted to 

refuse to provide ARS service for up to 15 days per year on days when the temperature is forecast 

to be less than 25 degrees.  PGW has never exercised this option. (Tr. 162).  Moreover, PGW will 

likely claim that ARS does impose costs on PGW because the capacity that it uses to provide the 

service has market value. (Tr. 159-162).  However, PGW’s estimates of market value are severely 
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lacking in veracity and the fact that the capacity may have resale value would only be determinative 

of value if PGW desired to release the capacity but somehow was prohibited from doing so on 

account of the need to provide ARS. (Tr. 161-163).  But the record shows the opposite, that it is 

Vicinity seeking to purchase the capacity and PGW saying it needs the capacity for other system 

uses, even though it has used it for 25 years to provide ARS to Vicinity.  PGW has never refused 

ARS even though it is contractually able to do so. (Tr. 51). In short, holding the capacity is a choice 

PGW has made and demonstrates that ARS does not impart costs on PGW.    

Over 98 percent of the gas PGW delivers to Vicinity is transported on the four-mile, 

dedicated, high-pressure pipeline. Vicinity purchases the remainder of its requirements 

(approximately 1.4 percent) from PGW as bundled sales service delivered through PGW’s low 

pressure distribution system at the cost of gas plus $0.61/Dth. (St. JC-Sr, 3:3-4:7).  Vicinity uses 

the bundled sales service only when the Philadelphia Lateral is out of service.  When that occurs, 

Gray’s Ferry’s combustion turbine does not operate and so does not generate the waste heat that 

VEPI needs for sales to its steam customers.  In the absence of waste heat from Grays Ferry, VEPI 

therefore needs to run its boilers to produce steam and acquires the gas to do so from PGW’s low 

pressure distribution system at a rate that reflects the use of that system and there is no dispute 

about that rate. (St. JC1, 17:4-14). 

Vicinity has been diligent about attempting to negotiate a new contract with PGW, to no 

avail; it is necessary for the Commission to take action to assure continuation of service at a just 

and reasonable rate.  Vicinity approached PGW in 2017 to commence negotiations.  While there 

were some initial discussions, the process went nowhere.  In 2020, Vicinity again approached 

PGW.  PGW proposed a distribution rate that was nearly 10 times the current rate.  Vicinity then 

retained counsel and a consultant and submitted another proposal to PGW in the summer of 2021, 
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to which PGW replied in October 2021.  Due to the lack of responsiveness and reasonableness of 

PGW’s rate proposal and the exigent need for Vicinity to know what it would be facing at the 

conclusion of the existing Contract, including the need to once more begin the process of seeking, 

if necessary, to bypass PGW, Vicinity filed the instant Complaint. (St. JC1, 11:7-23). 

Vicinity through the Complaint seeks the Commission’s assistance in reaching a contract 

with PGW that is just and reasonable in light of the actual cost to serve Vicinity and other relevant 

facts.  Accordingly, Vicinity urges the Commission to find the above as facts supported by the 

record, and to either fix a rate or order PGW to propose a rate consistent with the facts established 

in this case.  

 
III. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Twenty-five years ago, Vicinity and PGW or their predecessors, became obligated under a 

Contract that expires at the end of the 2022.  That Contract was executed as a means of preventing 

Vicinity from bypassing PGW by constructing its own natural gas delivery facility that would have 

connected with TETCO and provided the high-pressure/high volume gas delivery service that 

Vicinity needs to run its electricity generation facility.  That bypass had already been approved by 

the FERC.  The Contract provided the means for PGW to gain Vicinity’s load, at no cost to PGW 

since Vicinity agreed to pay for the construction/rehabilitation of the facility, both initially and for 

the continued maintenance, and to manage and balance its own deliveries.  Consequently, 

Vicinity’s service under the Contract has provided substantial incremental revenue for PGW for 

nearly twenty-five years, because the incremental cost to serve Vicinity is very low.   

Knowing that the Contract is set to expire, Vicinity reached out to PGW in 2017 seeking 

to open a dialogue on what terms PGW would expect for a renewal of the Contract.  It was not 

until 2021, however, after several attempts, that PGW provided any sort of response, and even 
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then, it was for a 900 percent distribution rate increase and additional costs heaped on Vicinity.  

As a result, Vicinity filed this formal complaint. 

The law requires that rates for public utility service be just and reasonable and non-

discriminatory.  What PGW has proposed and continues to advocate for in this matter is neither 

just nor reasonable and will cause harm to Vicinity by requiring it to subsidize the rates of other 

customers.  To justify its rate demands, PGW has jettisoned the method PGW used to allocate 

costs to Vicinity in its last 3 prior rate cases even though PGW admits that nothing operationally 

has changed that would warrant a change in the methodology for assigning costs.  It is clear, based 

upon PGW’s testimony that it believes Vicinity is a deep pocket that can assist in reducing rates 

for other rate classes by allocating to Vicinity costs which it does not cause PGW to incur thus 

violating the cost causation rules for ratemaking.  The result of PGW’s process is illegal 

subsidization. Mr. Knecht, OSBA’s witness, described this allocation as “not particularly 

credible.” (OSBA St. 1-SR, 2:11-18).  In short, there is no basis in any testimony offered by PGW 

to allocate costs of PGW’s low pressure distribution service to Vicinity.  The only costs PGW can 

recover from Vicinity are those that PGW incurs to provide service to Vicinity using the purpose 

built four mile, high pressure pipeline.  That is the sworn position PGW’s own witness took in 

PGW’s most recent rate case, and that is the correct position here.  Any new rate established for 

Vicinity for high pressure distribution service using the high pressure, four-mile pipeline must 

abide by this premise.  

 
IV. LEGAL STANDARDS 

A. Burden of Proof 

The complaining party before the Commission generally bears the burden of proof.  66 Pa. 

C.S. § 332(a).  In proving the matter complained-of, a complainant must show that the named 
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utility is responsible or accountable for the problem described in the complaint in order to prevail. 

Patterson v. Bell Tel. Co. of Pa., 72 Pa. PUC 196 (1990).  In this case, Vicinity has established 

that PGW failed to provide reasonable service, and that PGW failed to propose reasonable and 

non-discriminatory rates.  “Burden of proof” means a duty to establish a fact by a preponderance 

of the evidence, or evidence more convincing, by even the smallest degree, than the evidence 

presented by the other party. Se-Ling Hosiery v. Margulies, 70 A.2d 854 (Pa. 1950).  The offense 

complained of, as is here, must be a violation of the Public Utility Code, the Commission’s 

regulations or an outstanding order of the Commission. 66 Pa. C.S. § 701.  In this proceeding, 

Vicinity seeks a determination that PGW’s conduct – failure to negotiate with Vicinity regarding 

continuation of the existing contract, not proposing rates that are just and reasonable for continued 

service and in proposing rates or classes of service that are inadequate and discriminatory – is in 

violation of 66 Pa. C.S. §§ 1301 1304 and 1501.  Vicinity, therefore, has the burden of proof in 

this proceeding regarding PGW’s conduct and service.  PGW shares that burden, however, because 

this matter ultimately revolves around the rates that PGW will charge Vicinity after December 31, 

2022, and PGW bears the burden of proving that any rate it proposes to charge Vicinity is just and 

reasonable pursuant to 66 Pa. C.S. §315(a) – something it has failed to do but which the 

Commonwealth Court has long since required: 

Section 315(a) of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa. C.S. § 315(a), places the 
burden of proving the justness and reasonableness of a proposed rate hike 
squarely on the public utility.  It is well-established that the evidence 
adduced by a utility to meet this burden must be substantial. 
 

Lower Frederick Twp. Water Co. v. Pa. PUC, 409 A.2d 505, 507 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1980) 

(emphasis added); see also, Brockway Glass Co. v. Pa. PUC, 437 A.2d 1067 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1981). 

The Public Utility Code (“Code”) also requires that utilities provide reasonable service.  66 Pa. 

C.S. § 1501.  The Code defines service as:  
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Used in its broadest and most inclusive sense, includes any and all 
acts done, rendered, or performed, and any and all things furnished 
or supplied, and any and all facilities used, furnished, or supplied by 
public utilities, or contract carriers by motor vehicle, in the 
performance of their duties under this part to their patrons, 
employees, other public utilities, and the public, as well as the 
interchange of facilities between two or more of them . . . 

 
66 Pa. C.S. § 102. 

 
B. Rates Must be Just and Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory 

It is axiomatic that rates charged by a public utility must be just and reasonable.  66 Pa. 

C.S. §1301.  It also is clear that the rates proposed so far by PGW have been neither just nor 

reasonable.  Because there is no single way to arrive at just and reasonable rates, the Commission 

has broad discretion in determining what is just and reasonable and what factors will be considered 

in that determination.  McCloskey v. Pa. PUC, 225 A.3d 192 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2020).  Rates must also 

be nondiscriminatory and must not provide an unreasonable advantage to any entity or subject any 

entity to an unreasonable disadvantage. 66 Pa. C.S. § 1304.  The Commonwealth Court has made 

it clear that one customer or class of customers cannot be required to subsidize the cost of service 

for another class of customers.  Lloyd v. Pa. PUC, 904 A.2d 1010 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2006), appeal 

denied, 916 A.2d 1104 (Pa. 2007)(“Lloyd”).  In this matter, PGW has consistently sought to have 

Vicinity subsidize its other customers by charging rates not based on the cost of service as Lloyd 

requires. 

 PGW is a “city natural gas distribution operation” as defined in the Public Utility Code.  

66 Pa. C.S. § 102.  Consequently, the justness and reasonableness of PGW’s rates are determined 

using the cash flow method. See, 52 Pa. Code §§ 69.2701-2703.  PGW does not have any 

shareholders and does not pay dividends to its owner, however, it does make an annual payment 

of $18 million to the City of Philadelphia. (Tr.139, 182).  PGW’s rates are established to “provide 
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revenue allowances from rates adequate to cover its reasonable and prudent operating expenses, 

depreciation allowances, and debt service as well as sufficient margins to meet bond coverage 

requirements and other internally generated funds over and above its bond coverage requirements, 

as the Commission deems appropriate and in the public interest for purposes of capital 

improvements, retirement of debt and working capital.” 52 Pa. Code § 69.2702(b).   

 
C. Legal Standard for Special Rates 

Gas utility customers may be grouped into classes based on the quantity of gas they use.  

U.S. Steel Corp. v. Pa PUC, 390 A.2d 849 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1978).  Differences in rates are permitted, 

but there must be a showing that the differential can be justified by the difference in costs required 

to deliver service to each class, and the rate cannot be unreasonably high for one class and 

unreasonably low for another.  Rate differentials must advance efficient and satisfactory service 

for the greatest number of customers at the lowest overall charge. Philadelphia Suburban Water 

Co. v. Pa. PUC, 808 A.2d 1044 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2004).  For a utility rate to be considered unduly 

preferential and thus unlawful, there must not only be an advantage to one, but a resulting injury 

to another.  Peoples Natural Gas Co. v. Pa. PUC, 409 A.2d 446 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1979).  In this case, 

the rates PGW charges for the service it provides to Vicinity are already in excess of the cost of 

that service.  PGW’s seeking to increase those rates nearly tenfold would benefit PGW’s other 

customers at Vicinity’s expense.  Mere differences in rates as between classes does not establish 

discrimination. Id.  Customers with contracts for service from PGW that were in place at the time 

PGW became regulated by the Commission were bound by those contracts “pursuant to the term 

of the agreement or otherwise pursuant to the terms and conditions of the agreement.” 66 Pa. C.S. 

§ 2212(o).  
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D. Legal Standard for Cost of Service Ratemaking 

The Commonwealth Court has cited with approval the notion that rates for all customers 

need not be the same. Philadelphia Suburban Transp. Co. v. Pa PUC, 281 A.2d 179, 186 (Pa. 

Cmwlth. 1971), citing City of Reading et al. v. Metropolitan Edison Company, 44 Pa. PUC 709, 

750—51 (1970).  However, more recently, the Commonwealth Court held that cost causation is 

the “polestar” of utility ratemaking. Lloyd, 916 A.2d at 1020.  The Commonwealth Court also held 

that “in order for a rate differential to survive a challenge brought under Section 1304 of the Public 

Utility Code [which bars discrimination in rates] the utility must show that the differential [rate 

differences among the classes] can be justified by the difference in costs required to deliver service 

to each class.  The rate cannot be illegally high for one class and illegally low for another.”  

Philadelphia Suburban Water Co. v. Pa. PUC, 808 A.2d 1044, 1060 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2002). 

 
E. Adherence to Tariff  

Utilities are required to file tariffs with the Commission showing “all rates established by 

it, and collected and enforced, or to be collected or enforced within the jurisdiction of the 

Commission.” 66 Pa. C.S. § 1302.  No public utility shall directly or indirectly, or by any device 

whatsoever, or in anywise, demand or receive from any person, corporation, or municipal 

corporation a greater or less rate for any service rendered or to be rendered by such public utility 

than that specified in the tariffs.”  66 Pa. C.S. § 1303.  Also, if a utility has more than one rate 

applicable to any particular customer, it must, after notice of service conditions, compute bills 

under the rate most favorable to the customer. Id.  If a utility enters into a contract with a customer, 

that contract is still governed by the tariff that authorizes the contract. West Penn Power v. 

Nationwide Mut. Ins., 228 A.2d 218 (Pa. Super. 1967). 
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F. Challenges to Existing Rates 

Tariff provisions that have been properly submitted to and approved by the Commission 

are prima facie reasonable.  Zucker v. Pa. PUC, 401 A.2d 1377 (Pa. Cmwlth. Ct. 1979); Shenango 

Township Board of Supervisors v. Pa. PUC, 686 A.2d 910, 914 (Pa. Cmwlth. Ct. 1996); Kossman 

v. Pa. PUC, 694 A.2d 1147, 1151 (Pa. Cmwlth. Ct. 1997).  Therefore, a complainant seeking to 

challenge an existing tariff provision carries a very heavy burden to prove that the facts and 

circumstances have changed so drastically as to render the application of the tariff provision 

unreasonable.  Id.; Brockway Glass Co. v. Pa. PUC, 437 A.2d 1067 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1981).  That 

does not mean, however that tariffs are sacrosanct or unchangeable.  Rule 2.3 of PGW’s tariff does 

permit PGW to provide service under negotiated rates. (PGW Gas Service Tariff – Pa P.U.C. No. 

2, First Revised Page No. 18).  To the extent that PGW would propose to serve Vicinity under an 

alternative rate, which appears to be the most likely result, the terms and conditions of those rates, 

and PGW’s exercise of discretion in determining the application of such rates, is subject always to 

the requirement that its service be reasonable and nondiscriminatory. 66 Pa. C.S. §§ 1301, 1304, 

1501.  PGW’s proposals for service under these other tariff arrangements has so far been neither 

just or reasonable nor has it been non-discriminatory. 

 
V. ARGUMENT 

A. GFCP/VEPI CURRENT USE OF THE PGW SYSTEM   

Vicinity has been taking service under the terms of the Service Contract dated January 18, 

1996, and then under PGW’s Rate GTS for almost 20 years.  Rate GTS (Gas Tariff – Pa P.U.C. 

No. 2, Original Page Nos. 118-123) (“the Tariff”) provides for service to customers “who utilized 

this service on or before September 1, 2003, pursuant to a currently valid agreement with the 

Company.”  Vicinity used this service before September 1, 2003, pursuant to a valid agreement 
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(the Contract) with the Company and continues to do so.  The Tariff provides that the delivery 

charge for each customer “shall be specified in the Individual Transportation Services Agreement.” 

Tariff, § 2. The Tariff also requires that the customer: 

[S]hall reimburse Company for any expense actually incurred for 
Customer’s benefit from third party sources in the provision of this 
Service, such as directly assignable taxes, pipeline balancing 
penalties, governmentally imposed charges, and contingent liability 
for external transportation charges and fuel requirements. 
Additionally, for existing Customers, any unavoidable Gas supply 
costs (e.g., pipeline demand charges) incurred on the Customer’s 
behalf, may be recovered under this surcharge. Such surcharge is in 
addition to charges specified elsewhere in this rate schedule. Such 
potential charges are to be specifically defined and identified in the 
individual Transportation Service agreement.  

 
Tariff, §3.  In addition, the Tariff provides that customers may be required to pay the system rate 

for lost and unaccounted for gas, unless the transportation services agreement provides otherwise 

and “where the transported Gas can be delivered directly to the Customer without commingling 

with other distribution system supplies,” which is the case with Vicinity. (St. JC1, 18:5-20). 

 The Contract provides for several services in addition to the transportation service and 

related charges assessed on Vicinity.  These include O&M Expense; Release Capacity; ARS; and 

the requirement that Vicinity manage its own balancing with the interstate pipeline, i.e., TETCO. 

(Tariff, pg. 121).  These services were initially specified in the Contract and appear to have been 

carried over, at least in part, to the Tariff.  Each of these are discussed in more detail below. 

1. GFCP/VEPI’s Payment for Distribution Service 

The Contract obligates PGW to provide transportation service to Vicinity using the four 

mile, high pressure pipeline.  That rate was negotiated as between PAID, and Vicinity and the 

Contract was “grandfathered” by the Natural Gas Choice and Competition Act, 66 Pa. C.S. § 

2212(o).  Because it was negotiated and because the parties can be assumed to have had equal 

bargaining power, the $0.08/Dth rate is presumed to have been reasonable at the time it was 
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established.  The actual transportation service requires little to no effort on PGW’s part because 

Vicinity is required to balance its own supply relative to its consumption from the TETCO line. 

(St. JC1, 17:6-18:20).  Moreover, PGW is not required to perform any pressure adjustment because 

Vicinity takes delivery of the gas at pressures which often exceed 450 psig.  Moreover, PGW has 

no capital invested in the four mile, high pressure pipeline, because Vicinity paid for its 

construction - $10.1 million. (St. JC1, 8:3-9).  Finally, as discussed below, Vicinity paid over 

$100,000 annually for O&M expenses even though that PGW has no record of ever actually 

incurring those expenses. (See, Exhibits JC3.1 and JC3.2).   

As noted above, Grays Ferry uses the high-pressure natural gas to fuel its combustion 

turbine and associated equipment to generate electricity that is sold on the PJM market. (St. JC1, 

4:2-21).  The steam that results from the generation of electricity is then sold to Grays Ferry’s 

affiliate, VEPI, which is a regulated public utility providing thermal energy to customers in center 

city Philadelphia. (St. JC1,9:1-19).  When there is a service interruption on the Philadelphia 

Lateral, Vicinity buys natural gas from PGW that is delivered, at least in part, using PGW’s low 

pressure distribution system, and that sales gas is priced accordingly, at the weighted average cost 

of gas (“WACOG”) plus $0.61/Dth. Both VEPI and another affiliate can create steam using boilers 

that can burn low pressure gas.  There is no dispute about the sales gas service. (St. JC1, 9:17-19).  

In its proposal to Vicinity, PGW demanded a rate increase for the distribution rate on the 

dedicated, four-mile, pipeline from $0.08/Dth to $0.75/Dth, a 937 percent increase. (St. JC1, 

12:17-13:8) This increase was premised on PGW’s assertion that costs have increased but was not 

supported by any cost of service study that was shared with Vicinity.  During this proceeding, 

PGW’s witness, Ms. Heppenstall, proposed a rate increase to $0.601/Dth or 762 percent based on 

her flawed Cost of Service Study that treated the ARS volumes as though they were provided 
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through PGW’s low pressure distribution system, even though they flow down the Philadelphia 

Lateral like all other high-pressure gas delivered to Vicinity.  (St. JC1, 12:3-16; OSBA St. No. 1-

SR, 2:11-18).  

PGW’s approach in this regard is seriously flawed. First, at no time does any gas, including 

ARS gas, that Vicinity uses (with the exception of the 1.4 percent that is low pressure sales gas, 

paid for at a different undisputed rate and not relevant here) use any path other than the four mile, 

high pressure pipeline. (OSBA St. No.1-R, 4:17-5:15).  So, from a physical movement of gas 

perspective, Vicinity does not “use” the low pressure PGW system. (St. JC1, 11:1-16). PGW’s 

witness, Mr. Reeves, confirmed that the administrative costs of integrating the swap gas that 

Vicinity delivers to PGW at the Skippack Lateral are miniscule and the duties involved are no 

different than what PGW personnel would be required to perform for any other gas delivered to 

the PGW system by any wholesale supplier. (Tr. 163).  Moreover, PGW presented no evidence 

other than conjecture, to show that ARS has ever impaired PGW’s ability to serve all its customers.  

(St. JC1-SR, 21:1-10).  PGW has not proven it incurs any costs for providing ARS yet Vicinity 

pays $54,000.00 annually for ARS.  If PGW had provided evidence of any costs to administer 

ARS, the appropriate methodology would be to assign those costs to the rate for ARS, not to impute 

system costs to ARS volumes when ARS does not use the low pressure distribution system. 

(St.JC1-SR, 20:1-24).  In short, there is no factual basis upon which to conclude that the provision 

of ARS results in Vicinity using the PGW low pressure distribution system and thus no justification 

for allocating distribution system costs to Vicinity; Vicinity is served almost exclusively (over 98 

percent of its gas) from the four mile, high pressure dedicated pipeline, and that pipeline is separate 

from PGW’s vast 6000 mile low pressure distribution system. 
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Cost causation is the “polestar” of utility ratemaking, as the Lloyd case holds, and the very 

ratemaking manual Ms. Heppenstall relies on.3  Moreover, direct assignment is the first step in any 

cost of service study, but Ms. Heppenstall did not consider that step. 4 (St. JC1, 20:4-18).  PGW 

previously employed the direct allocation methodology proposed by Mr. Crist in all its prior rate 

cases. It directly assigned the cost of service using the four mile, high pressure pipe to Rate GTS, 

and thus Vicinity, but did not allocate any distribution system costs to Vicinity because Vicinity 

does not cause any other distribution system costs: Vicinity uses a single dedicated high pressure 

pipeline facility for which it has paid. (St. JC1, 28:1-8).  Ms. Heppenstall’s revised cost of service 

study, (Exhibit CH-1) would assign low pressure system costs to Rate GTS based solely on the 

false premise that the ARS volumes “use” the entire PGW system. (St. JC1, 17:1-17).  When 

questioned on what fact changed in order for Ms. Heppenstall to contradict her own and prior PGW 

witnesses’ sworn positions, in less than two years, Ms. Heppenstall conceded that nothing 

physically or operationally has changed in the manner or expense of providing service to Vicinity. 

(Tr. 181).  The upshot is that PGW saw the expiration of the Contract as an opportunity to increase 

the revenue it receives from Vicinity in order to subsidize other customers, and so directed Ms. 

Heppenstall to assign low pressure distribution system costs to Vicinity even though PGW never 

has done so before and there is no basis in the actual cost to serve for doing so. (St. JC1-SR, 16). 

PGW’s intention to assign low pressure distribution system costs to Vicinity violates the 

holding in Lloyd, that makes clear that one customer class, GTS, cannot be required to subsidize 

other classes, and that the primary means of avoiding subsidies is by basing allocation on cost of 

service first.  It is true that in Philadelphia Suburban, which predates Lloyd, the Commonwealth 

 
3 Ms. Heppenstall responded that she relied upon “Gas Rate Fundamentals" in reaching her conclusions.  
4 These errors may be attributable to the fact that Ms. Heppenstall has very little experience in natural gas 
distribution company COSS. 
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Court did find that cost of service was not the only consideration in allocation, listing other 

considerations.  The court made it clear that, “[d]ifferences in rates between classes of customers 

based on such criteria as quantity [] used, the nature of the use, the time of the use, the pattern of 

the use, or based on differences of conditions of service, or cost of service are not only permissible 

but often are desirable and even necessary to achieve reasonable efficiency and economy of 

operation.” Philadelphia Suburban Transp. Co. v. Pa PUC, 281 A.2d 179, 186 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1971) 

(emphasis added).  In this case all these factors suggest that the high pressure service to Vicinity 

is vastly different from the service needs of PGW’s low pressure distribution levels in a manner 

that clearly justifies not assigning system costs to Vicinity.  Because Vicinity is served by a unique 

and distinct high pressure dedicated facility, that it paid for, for which it bears substantial 

responsibility for its own supply and the delivery and balancing thereof, as well as operating and 

maintenance expenses, there is no basis to impose costs on it that it does nothing to cause.    

2. GFCP/VEPI’s Operation and Maintenance Expense 

Vicinity has paid for the O&M expense associated with the four mile, high pressure 

pipeline since year one of the Contract.  That charge which by contract has escalated each year, is 

now approximately $160,000 per year, and yet PGW cannot identify any actual maintenance that 

has been performed on the four-mile pipeline. (Exhibit JC3.1) Mr. Crist testified that based on 

PGW’s records, it can only be assumed that PGW did not engage in any significant maintenance 

of the four-mile pipeline and so the $100,000 plus per year fee was likely not exhausted 

maintaining the four-mile pipeline. (St. JC1, 13:10-14:8).  Based upon PGW’s reporting of no 

maintenance undertaken on the four-mile pipeline, (St. JC1, 14:14-16), Mr. Crist concluded that 

most of the O&M fee has been a subsidy to PGW’s other customers. (St. JC1, 14:7-8).  If PGW 

would seek to recover O&M expenses separately from Vicinity in the future outside of any tariffed 

rate other than Rate GTS, it would not currently be able to do so. 
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3. GFCP/VEPI’s Payment for Capacity Release 

At the time the Contract was negotiated, and due to PGW’s control of substantial capacity 

on the Philadelphia lateral, PGW was obligated to release 36,000 Dth/day of interstate pipeline 

capacity on the Philadelphia Lateral that would allow Vicinity to deliver sufficient gas to Grays 

Ferry.  Vicinity pays PGW a premium over the market price for the Release Capacity of about $1.2 

million annually.  This seasonal capacity is only available from May through September, and 

because Vicinity was able to obtain additional capacity on its own in 2012, the seasonal release 

capacity is no longer of any value to Vicinity. (St. JC1, 15:9-16:6).  Vicinity raised this issue with 

PGW on several occasions, but PGW continued to insist that it would be too costly to PGW to take 

over payment for the capacity that Vicinity does not need. (See Exhibit JC-13), (Tr. 165).  Mr. 

Zuk’s testimony reversed PGW’s position and agreed that Vicinity would not be required to 

purchase the capacity that it was not using. (PGW St. 1R, 23:3-7).  The substantial premium over 

market price that Vicinity has paid to PGW constitutes a subsidy of PGW’s sales customers. 

Vicinity does not need or use the capacity and does not believe it is marketable. (St. JC1-SR, 22:3-

17).  The fact that PGW has conceded the point is helpful but also is an admission that PGW’s 

claims that ratepayers have been subsidizing Vicinity are simply untrue.  In fact, the opposite that 

Vicinity’s payment for capacity it does not need, or use creates a subsidy of PGW’s sales 

customers.  

4. GFCP/VEPI’s Payment for Alternative Receipt Service 

ARS has received much attention in this complaint for several reasons.  First, ARS is only 

necessary because PGW refuses to release to Vicinity the underlying interstate pipeline capacity 

that it uses to provide ARS. (St. JC1, 16:13-16).  Second, because PGW’s false premise that ARS 

somehow “uses” the low pressure PGW system is the single underpinning to Ms. Heppenstall’s 
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invalid Cost of Service Study that purports to allocate substantial low pressure distribution system 

costs to Vicinity calculated based on the ARS volumes, in flagrant disregard for the fact that ARS 

is a mere swap of volumes and does not “use” the low pressure PGW system at all.  (St. JC1-SR, 

16:1-17:16; OSBA St. 1-R, 4:17-5:15). 

ARS, as the name suggests, allows Vicinity to deliver a specified quantity of gas to PGW’s 

city gate on the Skippack Lateral, in exchange for PGW delivering the same quantity of gas to 

Vicinity over the four-mile pipeline in the same fashion other gas is delivered to Vicinity without 

ever touching the PGW low pressure distribution system. (St. JC1, 16:8-17:2).  As Mr. Reeves 

admitted on cross-examination, the costs for administering ARS are minimal, essentially the same 

level of involvement that PGW has with any other delivery of gas to its system. (Tr. 163).  

Nonetheless, PGW (pursuant to the Contract) assesses a $54,000.00 per year fee on Vicinity for 

ARS service.  The other significant term of ARS, as spelled out in the Contract, is that for up to 

15 days per year, when the temperature is forecast to be lower than 25 degrees Fahrenheit, PGW 

has the right to refuse to provide ARS but has never done so during the life of the Contract. (Tr. 

162).  In short, ARS provides Vicinity with the ability to transport sufficient gas on the 

Philadelphia Lateral and over the four mile, high pressure pipeline during the winter, without 

requiring PGW to release the capacity to Vicinity. PGW could release the capacity on a recallable 

basis, but it refuses to do so.  (OSBA St. 1-R, 16:14-19). 

 
5. GFCP/VEPI’s Management of Balancing and Compliance with TETCO 

Tariff Requirements. 

The Contract requires Vicinity to balance its service with TETCO.  That means that 

Vicinity has the responsibility of matching its consumption with the amount of gas that is actually 

delivered as metered when that gas leaves the Philadelphia Lateral and enters the four mile, high 

pressure pipeline, and it is Vicinity that is responsible for managing the interactions with TETCO. 
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(St. JC1, 17:16-18:3).  It also means that Vicinity is responsible for any imbalance fees or penalties 

assessed by TETCO for service to the four mile, high pressure pipeline. (Id.)  This arrangement 

has worked for 25 years, and yet in its proposal, PGW now proposes to modify this arrangement 

on the speculation that some other customer might begin to take service from the four-mile 

pipeline. (Tr. 148).  PGW has proposed to assess Vicinity for lost and unaccounted for gas, which 

assessment would level a surcharge of 3.7 percent times PGW’s cost of gas for every dekatherm 

Vicinity uses, on the “possibility” that at some point in the future, PGW may have a customer take 

service from the four mile, high pressure pipeline. (St. JC1, 17:16-18:3).  While PGW’s witness 

suggested that there could be customers in the future, that is no basis on which to assess a balancing 

fee for gas for which PGW does not provide the balancing service.  (St. JC1, 18:5-20).  PGW 

provided no proposal to manage the imbalances on the line, which was built for Vicinity, and for 

which Vicinity’s gas is metered when it enters the four mile, high pressure pipeline and if any goes 

missing on the four-mile journey, it is Vicinity that suffers the loss, not PGW.  There simply is no 

basis on this record to allow PGW to assess imbalance or lost and unaccounted-for charge on 

Vicinity because lost gas or imbalance charges are already Vicinity’s responsibility.  Any 

assessment for lost gas or imbalance charges by PGW would be imposing redundant costs on 

Vicinity. 

 
B. RATE SETTING FOR GFCP/VEPI  

1. Service Under Rate GTS Available to GFCP/VEPI After December 31, 
2022 

PGW’s tariff for Rate GTS declares that the rate is available to customers “who utilized 

this service on or before September 1, 2003, pursuant to a currently valid agreement with the 

Company.”  While the language is arguably ambiguous, it appears on its face to state that 
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customers that had a currently valid agreement with PGW on September 1, 2003, were and are 

eligible to remain on Rate GTS. PGW’s position to the contrary contends, based on its 

“understanding”, that the quoted language means that the availability of the rate ends as soon as a 

customer’s contract ends even if it was eligible on September 1, 2003. (See, Tariff).  Of course, 

PGW drafted this tariff provision, so any ambiguity should be enforced against it: “any ambiguous 

language in a contract is construed against the drafter and in favor of the other party if the latter’s 

interpretation is reasonable.” Sun Co. (R&M) v. Pa. Tpk. Comm’n, 708 A.2d 875, 878-879 (Pa. 

Cmwlth. 1998).  Moreover, “[t]he court will not extend the language by implication or enlarge the 

meaning of terms beyond what is expressed.”  Cobbs v. Allied Chemical Corp., 661 A.2d 1375, 

1377 (Pa. Super. 1995) (emphasis added). 

The Contract contains a renewal clause that allows the parties to agree to extend the 

Contract, but since that was written several years before the tariff was approved, it is not logical 

to assume that the Contract was written in contemplation that someday the service would be subject 

to a PUC tariff, in addition to the renewal provisions of the Contract.  The statutory language that 

required customers with existing contracts to be bound to the terms of their contracts does not 

appear to contemplate an intervening tariff altering the terms of the contract. 66 Pa. C.S. §2212(o).  

This section of the statute states that the “customer shall be bound by its terms and conditions and 

shall not have the right to receive natural gas service from another source, until the expiration of 

the term of the agreement or otherwise pursuant to the terms and conditions of the agreement.” Id.  

The quoted language does make it clear that a customer is bound by a contract but makes no 

reference to what happens beyond the contract expiration, and allows a customer to agree, along 

with PGW, to continue to be bound by a contract that could be renewed indefinitely.  What all of 

this means is that there is nothing in the statute or the tariff that requires Rate GTS to become 
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unavailable when the current contract reaches its term, the contract could be renewed or extended.  

Rather, the determination of the continued availability of GTS is a function of the agreement 

between PGW and Vicinity.   

Vicinity has sought the renewal of Rate GTS, albeit with some modifications to rates and 

some other terms, since 2017, and PGW has consistently refused to provide a reasonable 

responsive rate proposal to Vicinity. (St. JC1, 11:7-13).  Rather, PGW unreasonably insists on 

using the expiration of the Contract to raise Vicinity’s rates by many multiples to subsidize service 

for its other customers. (St. JC1, 26:5-16). Not only does this approach violate the Commission’s 

ratemaking principles, but Vicinity’s position is also that PGW’s consistently unreasonable 

approach to the renewal requests constitutes unreasonable and discriminatory service in violation 

of 66 Pa. C.S. §§ 1304, 1501 and 1502.  It is unconscionable that PGW engaged in a reasonable 

contract with Vicinity for a term of twenty-five years, only to now seek to throw Vicinity under 

the bus and seek to extract unreasonable and illegal concessions from Vicinity when it comes to 

renewal.  At bottom, rates must be just and reasonable and what PGW is demanding is neither just 

nor reasonable.   

Contrary to PGW’s assertions, there is no evidence in this record that PGW or Vicinity 

ever contemplated that service after the Contract’s initial term would be proposed to change so 

radically, or even that the Contract would be extinguished after Vicinity shelved its ongoing project 

to build its own pipeline as part of the 1996 deal.  It is clear from the record that Vicinity built its 

business on the high pressure pipeline it paid for and now PGW seeks to take unfair advantage of 

Vicinity’s reliance thereon. 

As to the availability of Rate GTS, Vicinity contends that so long as it had a valid contract 

as of September 1, 2003, it is able to take service under Rate GTS.  Alternatively, even if the 
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Commission believes that once the Contract expires, if not renewed, the availability of Rate GTS 

also expires, the Commission can require that PGW negotiate in good faith for reasonable terms 

of an extension, with guidance on the application of the law regarding the rate setting process.  

This is especially true if there is a finding that so far PGW’s tactics and positions are unreasonable 

and unreasonably discriminatory.  Here, that is the case. PGW’s other customers would reap an 

unjust benefit and Vicinity would suffer harm if PGW’s unreasonable position regarding the 

allocation of costs is not altered, making the discrimination obvious. (St. JC1, 27:5-16).  Moreover, 

this is a unique situation where one of the Complaining parties (VEPI) is a public utility, with 

critical needs customers, whose service is regulated by the Commission. Despite Mr. Lacey’s 

contrived and incorrect testimony to the contrary, it is not reasonable to require that Grays Ferry 

forgo revenue to which it is contractually entitled to lessen the dramatic and negative impact that 

PGW’s demands would foist onto VEPI’s customers. (St. JC1-SR, 24:7-25).  The fact that Grays 

Ferry may be able to pay the increase using Mr. Lacey’s confused accounting, does not mean the 

rate increase is reasonable.5  Stated differently, a customer’s ability to pay a rate increase is not 

part of the calculus for how rates may be set. To the contrary, rates are based on costs to provide 

those services. 

The Commission has the authority to adjust the parameters of any PGW rate demand.  It 

also has the authority, in the public interest, to modify the terms of the Contract. 66 Pa. C.S. § 508.  

Specifically, Section 508, authorizes the Commission to:  

vary reform or modify, upon fair reasonable and equitable basis, any 
obligations, terms or conditions of any contract heretofore and 
hereafter entered into between any public utility and any person, 
corporation or municipal corporation, which embrace or concern a 
public right, benefit, privilege, duty, or franchise, or the grant 

 
5 During cross examination Mr. Lacey repeatedly stated that VEPI’s steam customers pay for the fuel for Grays 
Ferry’s electric generation, which simply stated, is false. (St. JC1-SR, 26:1-10). 
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thereof, or are otherwise affected or concerned with the public 
interest and the general well-being of the Commonwealth.  

66 Pa. C.S. § 508. 
 

In this matter, both PGW and VEPI are parties/obligees under the Contract, and both are 

public utilities.  The Contract includes a public right and benefit that will impact the public interest 

by directly impacting VEPI’s viability (St. JC1-SR, 27:8-16), VEPI’s rates to its customers, 

PGW’s rates going forward, Grays Ferry’s ability to continue to produce environmentally 

beneficial electricity for the PJM Market, and the future service of all three parties to the Contract.  

The Commission could adjust any of the terms of the Contract going forward if it found a contract 

of such consequence to be laden with the public interest, which it is.  One adjustment the 

Commission is clearly empowered to make is to extend the Contract for some reasonable period, 

either with its present terms or with modified terms as the Commission sees fit to impose.  

Regardless of how it uses this authority, there can be no doubt that the Commission can use it in 

this case.   

At bottom, the plain language of PGW’s own tariff allows Rate GTS to be available after 

the expiration of the Contract, provided of course the parties could agree to a service agreement as 

required by the Tariff.  The Rate also could be available if the parties were to reach an agreement 

to renew the contract or simply agree to a new contract, possibly guided by a Commission order 

addressing the various contentious issues raised in this matter.  Finally, the Commission could 

simply invoke the authority plainly bestowed upon it by the Public Utility Code and adjust the 

terms of the contract that is without doubt laden with the public interest. 

 
2. GFCP/VEPI receive service by an Extension of the Existing Contract 

As discussed above, the Contract, by its terms, can be extended by the agreement of the 

parties without running afoul of the statute that originally grandfathered the Contract, 66 Pa. C.S. 
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§ 2212(o), the very terms of the contract that expressly allow for renewal, or the Tariff itself.  The 

Tariff contains no requirement regarding the Contract except that it must have been valid as of 

September 1, 2003, which it was, and which is undisputed. Moreover, if the Commission finds that 

PGW’s conduct in not renewing the Contract on reasonable terms is a violation of the Public Utility 

Code, the Commission does have injunctive powers, 66 Pa. C.S. § 502, that will clearly allow it to 

extend the Contract and/or require the parties to negotiate, with the benefit of any guidance the 

Commission might provide.  Ultimately, the Commission will also have authority under § 1308, 

to determine whether any rate that PGW might seek to impose on Vicinity is just and reasonable. 

66 Pa. C.S. § 1308.  Finally, as discussed above, the Commission has the authority to extend or 

amend the Contract by exercise of its authority under Section 508.  See, Octoraro Railway., Inc. 

v. Pa. PUC, 482 A.2d 278 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1984).  All of these factors make it clear that not only can 

the contract be extended by its own terms with the parties’ agreement, but there are also a number 

of tools available for the Commission to extend the contract should it choose to do so. 

C. A New Special Rate for GFCP/VEPI Is Justifiable  

1. Legal standard 

The legal standard for a special rate was addressed by the Commission in Pennsylvania 

Public Utility Commission v. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation; Docket No. R-2010-2161694 

(Opinion and Order entered June 21, 2012) (“PPL”).  In PPL, the Commission described the legal 

standard in terms making it clear that even a special rate must be just and reasonable and non-

discriminatory.  

The cost of service should be the “polestar” of utility 
ratemaking. Lloyd v. Pa. PUC, 904 A.2d 1010 (Pa. Cmwlth. 
2006), appeal denied, 591 Pa. 676, 916 A.2d 1104 (2007). Although 
the Commission has the explicit authority “to approve flexible 
pricing and flexible rates” under Section 2806(h) of the Code, we 
agree with the ALJ that, in enacting this Section, the General 
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Assembly did not eliminate the requirement that flexible rates must 
comply with Sections 1301 and 1304 of the Code. Section 1304 
provides as follows: “No public utility shall, as to rates, make or 
grant any unreasonable preference or advantage to any person, 
corporation, or municipal corporation, or subject any person, 
corporation, or municipal corporation to any unreasonable prejudice 
or disadvantage.  No public utility shall establish or maintain any 
unreasonable difference as to rates, either as between localities or as 
between classes of service.” 66 Pa. C.S. § 1304; R.D.R. at 24.  
Therefore, any special rate approved by the Commission in this 
proceeding is subject to the requirement that the rate be just, 
reasonable and non-discriminatory. . . a special rate should not be 
approved absent a compelling reason for doing so.  We also agree 
with the OSBA that special rates generally should be limited to 
cases where there is a threatened loss of the customer's load, and 
where the revenues from the customer would exceed the cost of 
serving that customer, since other ratepayers would be economically 
better off if the load is retained than if it is lost. 

 
PPL, slip op. at 11 (emphasis in original).   
 

The Commonwealth Court has also held that different rates for different classes of 

customers are permissible, i.e., so long as the differential is founded upon some reasonable basis, 

a utility may charge different rates for different classes of customers.  The question of whether the 

classification utilized by the utility is reasonable is a question of fact to be determined by the finder 

of the fact, namely the Commission. See, Philadelphia Suburban Transp. Co. v. PUC, 281 A.2d 

179 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1971).  Taken together, the legal standards for special rates include the general 

standards for all rates, that the rate be just and reasonable and not discriminate, i.e., provide a 

benefit to one customer of class of customers while causing a burden to other customers.  In PPL 

the Commission added two conditions that are addressed also in the record of this matter; 1) the 

ability of the customer to bypass the utility; and 2) that the revenues from the customer would 

exceed the cost of serving that customer. 
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2. Examples of Special Rates or Rejection of Special Rates in Pennsylvania 

While special rates are subject to additional conditions, the logic of the PPL case applies 

here and mandates application of a special rate for Vicinity.  An example of a “Special Rate” which 

applies in circumstances very similar to the instant matter, is Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania’s Rate 

MLDS (“main line distribution service”). (St. JC1, 24:19-25:9).  MLDS is applicable to customers 

located in proximity of a transmission line.  It designates two classes of customers eligible for Rate 

MLDS, and they are all large volume customers.  The first class (“Class I MLDS Customer”) is 

connected directly through a dual-purpose meter to facilities of an Interstate pipeline supplier of 

Columbia.  The second class (“Class II MLDS Customer”) are two (2) miles or less from pipeline 

facilities of the Company connecting the Customer to facilities of an interstate pipeline supplier of 

Columbia.  These rates are in place to obtain the patronage of customers that would be able to 

bypass the distribution company and obtain service directly from the interstate pipeline.  The rates 

are significantly lower than the large commercial and industrial rates serving similar sized 

customers, recognizing that such potential bypass customers are served by a small portion of the 

distribution system and costs are allocated based on that. Id.  The salient points of the eligibility 

criteria for MLDS, and the Commission’s holding in the PPL case are that the load for a special 

customer must be substantial, and there must be some other significant reason for a customer to 

receive such a rate, the ability to bypass or something else of the same significance.  

In the recent Commission Order resolving what has become known as the “Gas Wars”6 the 

Commission also concluded that competitive rates for customers with bypass capability are 

permitted but also stated that discounted or waived delivery rates, in certain circumstances may 

 
6 Joint Petition for Generic Investigation of Rulemaking Regarding “Gas-on-Gas” Competition between 
Jurisdictional Natural Gas Distribution Companies, Docket Nos. P-2011-2277868, I-2012-2320323 (Opinion and 
Order entered May 4, 2017, slip. op. at 17-18) (Gas Wars Order).  
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also be reasonable.  Discounted rates are intended to neutralize the discounts that customers can 

receive from alternative sources of energy.  In this case, it is beyond dispute that Vicinity has direct 

access to pipeline supplies via service provided by PGW, which is the result of Vicinity forgoing 

building its own pipeline 25 years ago.  If the Commission determines that the test is that every 

time its contract expires Vicinity must once again spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to prove 

that it still has bypass ability, despite the uneconomic nature of such a requirement, then Vicinity 

has on this record re-proven that it does indeed have bypass capability. 

 
3. Application of Standard  

 By any measure, Vicinity meets the standard for a “special rate”.  It is a unique customer 

for many reasons, perhaps none so significant for purposes of determining if it should be eligible 

for a special rate than the fact that PGW already serves Vicinity under a special rate, and nothing 

has changed in 25 years to deviate from that special rate going forward.  In addition to the obvious 

fact that Vicinity is by far the largest customer on the PGW system and is already served by a 

unique facility constructed to meet its unique need for a high pressure/high volume delivery option, 

there is substantial evidence on the record that Vicinity has taken, and continues to take, substantial 

strides toward bypassing PGW, for the second time. (St. JC1-SR, 7L13-8:4).  This is the same as 

it was in 1995 when Vicinity had already obtained FERC approval for bypass, had already 

purchased the needed rights-of-way and had already undertaken needed engineering studies.  

Vicinity’s current status is more than sufficient to establish its intent and ability to bypass PGW 

because it was reasonable for Vicinity to expect (incorrectly) that PGW would negotiate a renewal 

rate in good faith, (St. JC1-SR, 8:8-9:2) and does nothing to lessen the seriousness of its intentions.  

Moreover, the Commission cases on special rates speak of “threat” of bypass, not having actually 

built the facilities.  In this case, it is clear, based upon the work already performed that Vicinity is 
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more than a mere threat, Vicinity is almost certain to bypass PGW if the rate result of this 

proceeding is anything close to the proposals PGW has made to date because it would be 

financially irresponsible to do otherwise.  Vicinity has already invested hundreds of thousands of 

dollars in project planning, had preliminary engineering studies performed, has completed 65 

percent of the engineering, has initiated permitting and is developing bid packages. (See, 

Confidential Exhibit JC-14). 

 PGW will argue that Vicinity’s actions to date do not meet the “bypass threat” standard, 

and it will be wrong.  Vicinity was on the brink of executing a bypass in 1995 and was halted only 

when PGW decided to provide a good reason to not do so. (St. JC1, 24:16-17).  This time, there is 

no indication that PGW will agree to provide service at rates that will cost less than Vicinity’s 

bypass options.  Vicinity is served now by a four-mile, dedicated, high pressure line that PGW 

constructed/refurbished to serve it (at Vicinity’s expense).  Twenty-five years ago, Vicinity was 

far down the path to constructing its own line and it is closing in on the same position here. (St. 

JC1, 25:10-26:2).  Now even PGW admits that the only things needed for it to conclude that 

Vicinity is a bypass threat, is the expected capital cost of the project and the expected O&M. (Tr. 

173).  It’s worth noting that Vicinity has already received initial construction estimates that would 

justify a special rate less than the rate PGW’s purported cost of service study derives.  As for O&M 

costs, based upon PGW’s O&M cost for the four-mile line, these should not be so significant as to 

even figure into the calculation. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that it was not until Mr. 

Teme’s cross-examination that PGW stated the factors that it would consider in evaluating a 

bypass threat. (Tr. 173). 

 As Mr. Crist testified, Vicinity is a unique customer due to its utility scale size and 

proximity to TETCO.  Twenty-five years ago, PGW took seriously Vicinity’s intention to construct 
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its own line, but now seems intent on forcing Vicinity to construct a new line to prove its intention.  

At some point, which no doubt will be sooner rather than later, Vicinity will reach the point where 

there is no reasonable option but to build, and PGW will be left with an unused asset; one that 

currently produces, on an annual basis, more than $2.5 million of incremental revenue for PGW, 

but which will thereafter provide nothing for ratepayers but the cost of decommissioning. (St. JC1-

SR, 9:18-10:2).  PGW’s cavalier conduct toward Vicinity, and not seeking to retain Vicinity’s 

considerable load, seems even more reckless when one considers that Vicinity imposes no 

substantial costs on the PGW system for which it does not already provide compensation. (St. JC1-

SR, 8:14-9:4).  That is, it costs far less for PGW to serve Vicinity than the amount of revenue that 

Vicinity produces for PGW.   

 There is no doubt that Vicinity meets the qualifications for a special rate, PGW’s contrived 

misgivings notwithstanding.  Vicinity is positioned to bypass and indeed has made substantial 

progress toward bypassing PGW, and it is the largest customer on the PGW system, thus checking 

both boxes for the requirements of the Commission’s recent jurisprudence on special rates.  

Obviously, the other consideration is that for the last 25 years, PGW has been serving Vicinity via 

a special rate.  There simply is no valid argument to the contrary. 

 
D. What Considerations Should be Applied to Determine the Special Rate for 

GFCP/VEPI?  

Vicinity meets the requirements for a special rate.  In establishing such a rate, the law is 

clear that such a rate must consider the cost of service. (St. JC1-SR, 9:5-15).  As the Commission 

discussed in the Gas Wars Order, in bypass situations, the rate is often set at a discount from the 

bypass rate.  Gas Wars Order at 17-18.  One of the primary considerations must be that the cost to 

serve a special rate customer cannot exceed the cost of providing service, otherwise the special 

rate will result in a subsidy.  In this case, that requirement is met even at the current rate – Mr. 
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Crist has testified that over the course of the 25-year contract, Vicinity has contributed millions of 

dollars of incremental revenue to the benefit of PGW’s distribution service customers, while 

imposing no significant costs on PGW. (St. JC1, 25:11-26:16).  Accordingly, moving forward, any 

increase in the rates charged to Vicinity will likewise accrue to the benefit of PGW’s other 

customers.  Ms. Heppenstall admitted under cross examination that nothing in the physical or 

operational manner in which PGW has served Vicinity has changed in the past 25 years, nor is it 

expected to change, and PGW’s desire to increase the subsidy to its other customers 

notwithstanding, there is no justification on a cost of service basis to dramatically increase the 

rates that Vicinity is charged for its service.  PGW’s contrived conceit that somehow the ARS 

service provided to Vicinity “uses” the PGW system does not withstand scrutiny and cannot 

rationally form the basis for assigning many multiples of the actual cost of service to the service it 

provides Vicinity.  Considering the precedent set by similar rates offered by other natural gas 

utilities, such as Columbia’s Rate MLDS, which assigns only the cost of serving the special rate 

customer to the rates paid by the MLDS customer, any special rate must be cost of service based, 

and in this case, cost of service means “actual” costs, not fictional costs. Vicinity has clearly 

established its entitlement to a special rate. 

1. Gas Transportation Rate, Cost of Service 

The law in Pennsylvania is clear that while rates may consider other factors, such as usage, 

time of use, and manner of providing service, rates must be based on the cost of service in order 

to be just and reasonable. See, Phila. Suburban, 281 A.2d 179 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1971); Lloyd.  That 

means that rates for distribution service must be based on the costs of providing distribution 

service.  In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Crist modified Ms. Heppenstall’s Cost of Service Study to 

correct her inappropriate allocation of substantial low pressure distribution system costs to 
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Vicinity.  Ms. Heppenstall stated that allocation of low pressure distribution system costs was 

based solely on the premise of the expiration of the Contract, which she believed allowed PGW to 

allocate the full gamut of costs to Vicinity. (St. JC1-SR, 15:1-22; Exhibit JC12).  Ms. Heppenstall’s 

allocation also disregarded precedent for special rates where the costs allocated are those directly 

incurred by the customer, not the costs of serving all other customers.  Indeed, Ms. Heppenstall 

herself (consistent with PGW’s practice as noted in Mr. Crist’s testimony) in her previous Cost of 

Service Study allocated only the directly assignable costs to the service for Vicinity because it was 

served exclusively on a purpose-built facility. (St. JC2, 11:1-13:18).   

The argument PGW will raise in support of this complete turnabout from its prior practice 

is that, under the Contract, PGW was obligated to charge Vicinity a certain amount for each of the 

services and thus could not fully allocate additional costs to Vicinity.  If that were the case, 

however, why did PGW not claim that there was lost revenue associated with serving Vicinity?  In 

fact, in the 2017 rate case PGW’s witness affirmatively advocated that it was inappropriate to 

assign system costs to Vicinity because it is served only from a facility for which it paid and thus 

should be charged only the directly allocatable costs. (St. JC1-SR, 13:1-16).  There has been no 

change to the way service is rendered to justify PGW’s newly contrived approach. (Tr. 181).  More 

telling is that no PGW witness (Ms. Heppenstall included) ever even considered, at least in their 

testimony in any prior rate case, that allocating costs to Vicinity on the basis of ARS was even 

plausible, let alone appropriate.  Yet that did not constrain Ms. Heppenstall from proposing it in 

this case. 

There is only one correct outcome of this matter that is consistent with the “polestar” that 

ratemaking be based on the cost of service.  There is no proven cost of service associated with 

ARS that justifies allocation of millions of dollars of low-pressure distribution system costs to 
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Vicinity and the fact that ARS gas delivered to PGW flows into the PGW distribution system like 

any other gas delivered to PGW does not magically turn those other costs into costs that are 

incurred on Vicinity’s behalf.  PGW’s own witness conceded that the costs of providing ARS are 

minimal. (Tr. 163).   

Mr. Crist’s revisions to PGW’s cost of service study should be the starting point of any rate 

set for distribution service in this case, albeit the maximum of any rate increase, because it is the 

only properly performed study that recognizes that Vicinity should be responsible only for costs 

that are incurred in serving Vicinity. (St. JC1-SR, 16).  There simply is no basis for PGW to even 

propose a rate structure that is discriminatory, and which conflicts with its own witness’s prior 

testimony.  PGW’s proposal must be rejected and PGW required to propose a new rate for 

distribution service that uses Mr. Crist’s revised COSS, which by simply removing the ARS 

volumes from the allocation of system costs and no other adjustments, places the maximum7 rate 

for distribution service at $0.212 /Dth – rather than the $0.65/Dth demanded by PGW (St. JS1-SR, 

17:18-18:15).  Mr. Crist has also testified further adjustments are justified and that the floor for a 

new rate for distribution service for Vicinity should be the existing $0.08/Dth rate.  (St. JC1, 13:5-

8)  

 
2. PGW Capacity Assets and Nondiscriminatory Availability of Such  

PGW has more than sufficient capacity to provide service to all its customers.  This 

conclusion is supported by the facts established in this matter, including that PGW has provided 

ARS service to Vicinity on nearly every day of every winter for 25 years, without having to 

 
7 The only adjustment Mr. Crist made to the COSS of Ms. Heppenstall was to treat the ARS gas volumes in the 
same manner as the rest of the gas volumes that are delivered through the four-mile line.  He stated there are 
additional O&M costs that must also be removed from Ms. Heppenstall’s study, but that PGW had not provided 
detailed information on that subject. 
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exercise its right to refuse because it needed the capacity to serve other customers.  Releasing the 

capacity to Vicinity as Mr. Crist suggests (on a recallable basis), would provide revenue to PGW 

in the form of payment for the capacity and would eliminate the need for ARS.  (St. JC1, 20:1-14).   

PGW also releases capacity to Vicinity during the non-winter months, and Vicinity 

currently pays a price for that capacity that is a premium to market price – costing Vicinity $1.2 

million in 2020. (St. JC1-SR, 22; see also, Exhibit JC-13).  In any future rate, Vicinity should not 

be required to pay for released capacity that it does not need and does not use.  This is PGW’s 

obligation under the Public Utility Code as well.  When a utility such as PGW has two or more 

alternative rates available for a customer, it must compute the bill, i.e., provide the service, under 

the rate most advantageous to the customer.  66 Pa. C.S. § 1303.  Upon the notice provided in this 

matter that Vicinity no longer needs or desires to pay for the summer release capacity, it is 

incumbent on PGW to neither provide nor charge for it.  

 
3. By-Pass Considerations 

As discussed at length above, Vicinity is on track to bypass PGW if the outcome of this 

case is less than favorable.  The record is clear that Vicinity, which is a mere 2.75 miles from 

TETCO’s delivery point, was poised to by-pass PGW in 1995 and it will do so now in the absence 

of a reasonable new contract.  It has already spent substantial funds on preparing the studies needed 

to construct its own pipeline and has demonstrated its intention to do so. (St. JC1-SR, 23:19-24:3).  

In Mr. Crist’s words, “the project is very feasible and is underway.” (St. JC1-SR, 24:17).  In 

consideration of such bypass ability and intention, PGW has no reasonable choice but to provide 

a rate that will be provide Vicinity with a reason to remain a customer of PGW, not with a reason 

to bypass PGW.  The rate may collect no more than the cost to serve Vicinity, which Mr. Crist’s 

testimony makes clear.  The Commission should reject PGW’s unfounded assertion that Vicinity 
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has not yet satisfied PGW’s opaque standard to qualify as bypass threat.  PGW’s conclusion is 

simply not conceivable, in the face of an existing the 25-year-old agreement, where PGW 

essentially agreed that Vicinity was indeed a bypass threat then.  Vicinity’s ability to bypass 

translates into entitlement to a special rate – below the rate justified under on a cost of service basis 

- that does not allocate low pressure distribution system costs onto Vicinity, and which rather 

recognizes the substantial revenue that would be lost were Vicinity to bypass the PGW system.  

That is, PGW’s ultimate rate must provide an incentive to Vicinity to remain with PGW rather 

effectuate a bypass.  (St. JC1, 13:5-8). 

 
4. ARS Type service rates, costs, terms and conditions 

The record is clear that Vicinity requires TETCO capacity for winter service that it 

currently does not have.  The record also is clear that PGW has excess TETCO capacity that it 

otherwise has not had to use for its own customers in 25 years.  PGW uses this capacity solely to 

provide ARS to Vicinity in the months of October through the end of April.  ARS was created so 

that PGW could avoid releasing this capacity to Vicinity, but 25 years has shown that PGW does 

not require it and could benefit by releasing it to Vicinity on a recallable basis as Mr. Crist has 

recommended. (Tr. 73).  If, however, the Commission determines that PGW does require the 

capacity and should not release it, even on a recallable basis, Vicinity will still require capacity for 

winter service using the ARS mechanism and the rate for ARS service should be based on the costs 

of providing ARS.  Apart from its attempt to include gas volumes delivered using ARS as volumes 

delivered through PGW’s low pressure distribution system, PGW has not provided an accounting 

of any actual costs of providing ARS. Mr. Crist explained that ARS administration requires 

nothing different than the simple management of transportation gas deliveries, and that PGW’s gas 

supply department currently manages its portion of such scheduling as a routine component of the 
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hundreds of other scheduling administrative duties.  The effort expended is de minimis. (St. JC1-

SR, 20:14-23).  ARS rates must not include the allocation of low-pressure distribution system 

costs, because ARS does not use that system (no relevant gas is transported to Vicinity through 

that system). 

 
5. Bundled Supply Service rates terms and conditions 

As Mr. Crist discusses in his testimony, a mere 1.4 percent of the gas that Vicinity uses 

flows through PGW’s distribution system which operates at low (under 150 psig) pressure.  

Vicinity needs the gas when the Philadelphia Lateral is out of service in order to operate VEPI’s 

boilers to produce steam for its critical use customers.  Vicinity currently pays the Weighted 

Average Cost of Gas (“WACOG”) plus $0.61/Dth. (St. JC1, 17:4-14).  Mr. Crist has testified that 

this rate is reasonable based on the consumption and the fact that PGW is not contractually 

obligated to provide the bundled sales service, i.e., it is a service provided on a best-efforts basis.  

Under any scenario, it is important for Vicinity to have the ability to receive this small amount of 

gas when needed to maintain its critical steam service.  Vicinity has no dispute over the rate for 

low pressure gas sold by PGW.  

6. Other Rate Elements, rates, terms and conditions 

If the Commission were to conclude, contrary to the evidence, that PGW is correct that 

service to Vicinity costs more to provide than PGW currently recovers in rates, the Commission 

should consider the option of Vicinity purchasing, for a second time, the four-mile pipeline from 

PGW.  Its present use for PGW is to serve Vicinity.  The revenue received could be used for any 

purpose PGW would desire, much as it did with the revenue that PGW received the first time that 

Vicinity paid over $10 million for the line.  Such a sale would not be without complications, but it 
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would be a way to resolve some of the issues raised by PGW in this matter.  Vicinity would be 

willing to authorize PGW’s use of the pipe in the event of an emergency. 

 
E. If GFCP/VEPI Has Not Justified a Special Rate, What Rates, Terms, and 

Conditions of Service Should Apply to GFCP/VEPI?  

Given the size of Vicinity’s load, its high load factor, the unique, purpose built facility 

placed into service solely to meet Vicinity’s specific needs, and Vicinity’s ability to bypass PGW 

because of its proximity to the Philadelphia Lateral, there should be no doubt Vicinity has justified 

a special rate.  PGW is likely to contend that Vicinity has not justified a special rate based on 

claims that the size of Vicinity’s load, even coupled with the ongoing bypass plans, are not 

significant or substantial and, therefore, do not meet the standard for a special rate.  But such a 

position runs contrary to the fact that Vicinity is already served at a special rate.  Nonetheless, in 

the event that the Commission were to conclude that Vicinity was not deserving of a special rate 

(solely as an alternative argument) Vicinity would be left in limbo, with no readily applicable tariff 

rates PGW tacitly concedes this point when it suggests that Vicinity take service under Rate IT 

without even mentioning that as it stands, Vicinity does not appear to qualify. (PGW St. 3R, 4:1-

6).  

1. Existing Tariffed Rates  

The only existing rate that could readily be adapted for Vicinity’s service parameters would 

be the current interruptible rate, Class E.  As Mr. Crist testified, VEPI does have the capability to 

produce steam by running its dual fuel boilers burning low sulfur distillate oil “LSDO”. (St. JC1, 

4:4-10).  Moreover, while Vicinity’s current contract for ARS allows that service to be interrupted 

for up to fifteen days per year, it has never been interrupted.  Regardless, with additional services 

such as standby service (Tr. 145), it is possible to cobble together a service that would resemble 
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the current distribution service under Rate GTS.  PGW witness Mr. Teme testified that the other 

available rate would be Rate GS, which, on its face, is not at all designed for a customer such as 

Vicinity who is served at pipeline pressure from a dedicated purpose-built pipeline for which there 

is no substantial cost. (PGW St. No. 3R, 3-6). Such a rate would heap system costs onto Vicinity 

that would have no justification in the cost of service and would drive Vicinity to bypass at the 

earliest possible date.  

The veritable fly in the ointment of PGW’s use of Rate IT for Vicinity, is Vicinity’s need 

for additional deliverability in the winter, which is currently accomplished by using excess 

capacity held by PGW.  Without a replacement for ARS, such as the Commission compelling 

PGW to release the ARS capacity to Vicinity on a recallable basis, or even a continuation of the 

service in a manner that would be acceptable to PGW and Vicinity, the tariff classification under 

which PGW would serve Vicinity would be a moot point as Vicinity could not likely function 

without ARS.  If forced to do so, it is possible that Vicinity could take service under an interruptible 

rate that included elements to make it sufficiently firm, but those would have to include some form 

of ARS.  It would be far easier to modify the existing Rate GTS than to create a new rate class 

from whole cloth.   

2. Potential Modifications  

Any modifications to any existing tariff would necessarily include the elements discussed 

above that are critical to PGW’s current service to Vicinity.  Those include transportation service 

rates for delivery of Vicinity’s own high-pressure gas down the Philadelphia Lateral and through 

the dedicated four-mile pipeline.  Such a rate should recognize that Vicinity is responsible for 

scheduling the gas with TETCO and all other interaction with TETCO for the gas it receives, 

including balancing the gas delivered to its consumption.  The Tariff would also need to address 
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the winter capacity needs over the Philadelphia lateral, which now is addressed by ARS.  Any rate 

schedule should also include a sales service, which while only 1.4 percent of its annual 

consumption, is still a significant amount of gas that should be provided at discounted 

transportation rates plus the cost of gas.  There is presently no rate class in the PGW tariff, except 

Rate GTS, that contains anything close, so the needed “modifications” point to a need for a new 

rate class or the need to tariff additional services, there simply is no way to avoid it.  The better 

answer would be to continue Rate GTS with a modified or new Contract. 

 
F. MARKETING ACTIVITIES  

As discussed in Mr. Crist’s Surrebuttal Testimony, at the beginning of this case, Vicinity 

had good reason to believe that there was no coincidence in PGW’s intensifying efforts at 

incentivizing the conversion of VEPI’s steam customers to PGW gas customers and the persistent 

demands by PGW to substantially increase the delivery rates for the Commodity upon which both 

Grays Ferry and VEPI depend for their very existence—natural gas.  Vicinity alleged in its 

Complaint that PGW was engaging in what could be referred to as a price squeeze, by seeking to 

raise the rates on gas while simultaneously competing against Vicinity for the common product 

they both sell, i.e., energy.  Vicinity conducted extensive discovery on this point, to supplement 

its belief and the facts to which it was aware, but it became clear that the competitive allegations 

were a distraction from Vicinity’s primary mission in this matter which is to secure continuation 

of service at just and reasonable rates.  So rather than divert its resources to prosecuting those 

claims, Vicinity chose to narrow the scope and focus instead on the rate issue and offered no 

response to PGW’s Rebuttal Testimony on those issues.  Vicinity does not withdraw the claims 

but does concede that presently there is insufficient evidence and resources available to it to 

meaningfully address them.    
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VI. CONCLUSION 

On its face this case appears to be complex and full of nuance. It is not.  PGW chose its 

business relationship with Vicinity in a contract executed 25-years ago wherein Vicinity agreed to 

pay for the dedicated, four mile, high pressure pipeline that provides it with high pressure gas and 

to pay to maintain it.  Vicinity has been and remains the only PGW customer served from the line.  

There are other services, for instance sales service and ARS, but what was true in 1995 remains 

true today: PGW has no capital invested in the dedicated pipeline that provides almost 99 percent 

of PGW’s service to Vicinity, has no expense for maintaining the line, and has no expense in 

managing the gas that flows on the line, so that 25 years later PGW’s cost to provide  transportation 

service to Vicinity is a small fraction of the cost to provide distribution service to PGW’s other 

customers, and indeed far less than the current $0.08/Dth Contract rate.   

The incremental revenue PGW receives from this service to Vicinity on the four mile, 

dedicated, high pressure line accrues to the benefit of PGW’s customers the same as it did in 1995. 

PGW’s witnesses in previous three rate cases – as recently as two years ago -- have made the point 

that there is no ratemaking basis to allocate costs to Vicinity other than the costs of the dedicated, 

four mile, high pressure pipeline. PGW’s newfound pretext that ARS service requires a 

substantially greater allocation of costs, debuted for the first time in this proceeding, and has no 

basis in operational fact, as Vicinity witness Mr. Crist made clear. The simple truth is that PGW 

is seizing on the Contract expiration as an opportunity to improperly impose a multitude of 

unrelated system costs on Vicinity. PGW argues, based on Mr. Lacey’s testimony, that Vicinity 

has deep pockets and so should subsidize PGW’s other customers.  Even if Vicinity had the money 

to spare, the law and Commission precedent are otherwise.  Rates are to be based on the cost of 

service, not based on Vicinity’s ability to pay. PGW’s approach violates fundamental ratemaking 

methodology.   
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 PGW will argue that Vicinity does not meet the standard for a special rate and that it is no 

longer eligible for Rate GTS under which it is now served. PGW is wrong because what was true 

in 1995 remains true today.  Vicinity is worthy of a special rate, it is currently served under a 

special rate, and, without a special rate, PGW has no means under any existing tariff to serve a 

customer like Vicinity.  If PGW were to seek to impose one of its proposed rates in this case or 

after, Vicinity would construct its own pipeline bypassing PGW and PGW would soon find itself 

with a worthless asset where once it had over $2.5 million of cost free annual revenue.  That is the 

calculus. 

 The simplest and fairest resolution is for the Commission to direct PGW to renew the 

existing contract for an additional 25-year term at the current $0.08/dth rate for distribution service, 

along with the current O&M annual rate of $160,000 and continue the ARS service at the current 

annual rate of $54,000.  Vicinity is agreeable to continuing PGW’s current ability to interrupt the 

ARS delivery service up to fifteen days annually. Finally, Vicinity should not be required to 

purchase summer release capacity that it does not need nor use. 

 If, alternatively, the Commission wishes to establish a new rate based on the corrected 

COSS that places the maximum rate at $0.21/dth, then the above costs for O&M and ARS service 

($160,000 and $54,000 respectively) do not apply and should be removed.  
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The Commission has the authority to direct PGW to enter into a contract with those terms 

based on cost of service as described above.  Vicinity asks the Commission to reject PGW’s unjust 

and discriminatory attempt to exploit Vicinity and require PGW to offer Vicinity just and 

reasonable contract terms consistent with Vicinity’s position in this proceeding. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACTS 

1. Gas flows to Vicinity through the Philadelphia Lateral and then through the four-mile pipe 

at pressures of approximately 450 psig. (Tr. 50). 

2. Gas flows to PGW’s other customers through its low pressure distribution system at 150 

psig. (Tr. 50). 

3. PGW’s distribution system is approximately 6000 miles of gas mains and service lines. 

(PGW St. 1R, 4:16). 

4. When using Alternative Receipt Service (“ARS”), gas flows to Vicinity over the same four-

mile pipeline, and gas continues to flow to PGW’s other customers over its low pressure 

distribution system, except that it is Vicinity delivering gas to PGW at the Skippack 

Lateral, and a swap, in which it is PGW that delivers gas to Vicinity through the 

Philadelphia Lateral and through the four-mile pipe. (Tr. 50). 

5. PGW does not need to acquire additional capacity to provide ARS and has not needed to 

do so in 25 years. (Tr. 51). 

6. PGW currently has adequate capacity across its system to meet its customers’ needs and 

could release excess capacity to Vicinity on a recallable basis without issue. (Tr. 51). 

7. Without ARS service the Vicinity project “wouldn’t have worked”. (Tr. 57). 

8. Witness Crist’s revised cost of service study produces a maximum cost of approximately 

21 cents per dekatherm. (Tr. 59). 

9. Vicinity has proposed that any capacity that PGW would release to Vicinity would be 

recallable to avoid putting PGW’s distribution customers at risk (Tr. 72-73). 

10. Vicinity has a limited dual fuel capability to produce steam using oil if its natural gas 

delivery is interrupted. (Tr. 78-79). 



 

11. PGW pays the City of Philadelphia $18 million per year. (Tr. 139). 

12. While Mr. Zuk’s testimony claims that Vicinity “threatened” to build their own pipeline in 

1996, he was unaware that Vicinity had already obtained FERC approval for the extension. 

(Tr. 139). 

13. Mr. Zuk has no basis to claim that Vicinity, VEPI or their predecessors had actual 

knowledge of PGW’s claim that the tariff class was closed. (Tr. 140) 

14. Mr. Zuk made claims about the relative cost of service to Vicinity without having a cost of 

service study, but, admitted that the hearsay statement was told to him “by his bosses”. (Tr. 

142). 

15. PGW has not added any customers to the Naphtha Line since it was converted for 

Vicinity’s use. (Tr. 146). 

16. Mr. Zuk claims that the O&M charge of $160,000 was intended to address O&M costs of 

the entire system (PGW St. NO. 1, 21:14) and yet under cross examination admitted that 

he did not know what the O&M charge was intended to address. (Tr. 146). 

17. Mr. Zuk was unaware of any projects that would have had gas flow on the four-mile pipe 

that had been rejected because PGW did not want to serve them from the four-mile line. 

(Tr. 147). 

18. When asked under cross examination, Mr. Reeves could not even guess at the average daily 

gas flow on PGW’s system for the winter. (Tr. 157). 

19. Mr. Reeves recounted how he arrived at his 25-60 cent per dekatherm capacity estimate as 

follows: “[i]n the summer season of 2019, PGW was approached by a customer off the 

Philadelphia lateral to provide a capacity release with the right to recall and re-put during 

the winter season.  Their initial offer was 60 cents to PGW. PGW at the time decided to 



 

take a deeper look into that offer rather than to respond right away.  Later in the summer 

season, PGW decided to do the release from Eagle Gate Station off the Texas Eastern 

mainline and down to 030, which is the Philadelphia lateral. By the time PGW determined 

to do that release, it opened the release rather than solely to this individual customer, 

released it to the open market.  My assumption is that market conditions have changed 

since the customer had put out their bid and the winning bid for that capacity was 25 cents 

per dekatherm per day.” (Tr. 161) Making it clear that the market bid was $0.25. 

20. Mr. Reeves admits that PGW has never refused to provide ARS to Vicinity. (Tr. 162). 

21. Mr. Reeves admits that all of the administrative “costs” of ARS are costs that PGW incurs 

for all gas that comes on to its system. (Tr. 163). He also admits that the cost is “minimal”. 

Id. 

22. Mr. Reeves identifies and acknowledges that Exhibit JC14 “looks like something I have 

prepared”. (Tr. 166). 

23. Mr. Teme answered that overall demand on the PGW system has not changed in the past 5 

years. (Tr. 172) 

24. Despite suggesting in his testimony (PGW St. 3, 3:21) that PGW’s offer of interruptible 

service could have services added to make it firmer, Mr. Teme was unable to identify any 

additional services. (Tr. 172). 

25. In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Teme states that Vicinity falls short of the standard for a 

negotiated rate (PGW St. No. 3:7-8) but could only state that PGW would need the capital 

and O&M costs for a new line. (Tr. 173). 



 

26. Ms. Heppenstall admits that there were no physical or operational reasons she chose to 

completely change the cost allocation in her cost of service study – the only reason was the 

contract expiration. (Tr. 181). 

27. Ms. Heppenstall admits that all volumes delivered to Vicinity, except sales gas, are 

delivered via the four-mile pipe. (Tr. 183).  

28. Ms. Heppenstall admits that PGW greatly influenced her view of how costs are incurred. 

(Tr. 184). 

29. Ms. Heppenstall’s testimony makes clear that she has a very limited understanding of how 

ARS works. (Tr. 184-85). 

30. Mr. Lacey agrees that regulated entities must have a reasonable opportunity to earn a rate 

of return that is just and reasonable. (Tr. 192). 

31. Mr. Lacey admits that his proposal to avoid the negative impact of a rate increase by PGW 

would be for Vicinity to “change the way it accounts for certain expenses.” (Tr. 192).  But 

eventually admits that his proposed scheme would indeed cause Vicinity to forgo profits 

to which it is entitled. (Tr. 193). 

32. Mr. Lacey made the statement that Grays Ferry generates electricity when it is not selling 

steam to VEPI based solely on his conjecture from reading a tariff that says no such thing. 

(Tr. 193-94). Mr. Lacey admits that his conclusion is not contained in any document in the 

record. (Tr. 194-95). 

33. Mr. Lacey’s conjecture regarding the recovery of VEPI’s costs is based wholly on his 

assumptions. (Tr. 198). 

34. Mr. Lacey admits that the rate increase that PGW is proposing is justified because he 

believes as an entity with merged financials, Vicinity could afford it. (Tr. 202). 



 

35. Mr. Crist has been the principal of a consulting practice for 25 years “focused on regulated 

and deregulated energy company strategy, market strategy, and regulatory issues.” (St. 

JC1, 1:17-18). Mr. Crist has considerable experience in industrial energy procurement and 

regulatory issues. (St. JC1, 2:14-16). 

36. Vicinity’s cogeneration plant was constructed in 1997 and is a combined cycle plant that 

has a combustion turbine generator coupled with a heat recovery boiler/heat recovery steam 

generator; a 700 Klb/hr auxiliary boiler and an extraction steam turbine.  The combustion 

turbine and heat recovery steam generator burn only gas, but the boiler can burn natural 

gas or low sulfur distillate oil (“LSDO”) and the steam turbine can be fed with steam from 

either the heat recovery steam boiler or the auxiliary boiler. (St. JC1, 4:4-10). 

37. The Vicinity facility was initially developed by a partnership that included Trigen, 

Philadelphia Electric (“PECO”) and O’Brien Energy.  The entire electrical output of the 

plant is sold into the PJM wholesale market. (St. JC1, 4:11-17).  PECO and O’Brien were 

eventually replaced by NRG and then Calpine.  In 2005, Thermal North America, Inc., 

successor to Trigen, bought the entire interest, was sold in 2007 Veolia Energy North 

America Holdings, Inc. (“TNAI”) and eventually became Vicinity Energy Inc. (St. JC1, 

5:15-20).  

38. Grays Ferry’s generating facility is available 99% of time and sold 958.3 GWH of 

electricity into the PJM market.  Its steam output for that same year was 3.64 million Mlbs. 

(1 Mlb. = 1000 lbs.). (St. JC1, 4:18-21). 

39. In January 1996, Vicinity’s predecessors signed a “Service Contract” with the Philadelphia 

Authority for Industrial Development (“PAID”).  PAID has never provided natural gas 

service. (Tr. 141) 



 

40. The contract between Vicinity and PAID, expires at the end of 2022, and its expected 

expiration has caused great uncertainty for Vicinity.  Vicinity contacted PGW in 2017 to 

discuss terms for renewing the contract.  Those discussions as of the date of this brief have 

not been resolved and due to the critical nature of natural gas supply to its business, Vicinity 

believed it had no option but to file a complaint with the Commission seeking a 

Commission Order to resolve the remaining issues. (St. JC1, 5:3-13). 

41. Vicinity’s initial intention was to construct its own pipeline to connect directly to the 

Philadelphia Lateral which is part of the Texas Eastern Transmission Company. 

(“TETCO”). (St. JC1, 6:3-6). 

42. Vicinity sought and obtained approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

for the bypass and Vicinity has an engineering design prepared by Pennoni, for the entire 

project including a Schuylkill River crossing. (St. JC1, 6:1-15). 

43. Mr. Crist estimated that the proposed pipeline would have cost between $4-6 million. (St. 

JC1, 6:8-15). 

44. Rather than build its own line, as intended, Vicinity ended up in negotiations with the City 

of Philadelphia and eventually agreed to the terms of the contract that is the subject of this 

proceeding. (St. JC1, 7:5-11).  The contract required a “new” four-mile pipeline, half of 

which was an existing liquids pipeline that was rehabilitated and repurposed as a natural 

gas pipeline (“Naphtha Line”) and half of which was constructed new. (St. JC1, 7:13-19). 

45. PGW has no records of the actual cost of either the rehab of the Naphtha Line nor the new 

pipeline.  PGW’s records do not support an over-all cost greater than $2 million. (St. JC1, 

7:13-19). 



 

46. Vicinity paid PGW multiple installment payments for the four-mile line that totaled $10.1 

million.  Vicinity also pays a transportation rate of $0.08/dth for all gas transported from 

TETCO’s Philadelphia Lateral down the four-mile pipeline to Vicinity, which is about 12 

million Dekatherms (“dth”) per year. (St. JC1, 8:1-9). 

47.  In addition to the transportation rate and capital contribution, Vicinity was obligated to 

pay O&M Expenses for the four-mile pipeline, which was initially set at $100,000 and 

which now, with the required annual escalation, is $160,000. (St. JC1, 8:13-18). 

48. PGW could provide no meaningful evidence to document any maintenance activities on 

the four-mile pipeline. (St. JC1, 8:13-18; Exhibits. JC3.1 and JC3.2). 

49. “The steam system in Philadelphia is over a century old and was originally built and owned 

by PECO.  VEPI’s predecessor purchased the steam system from PECO in 1986.  The 

district thermal system provides an essential service to Philadelphia as most downtown 

buildings rely on it for their essential space heating needs.  Most buildings were designed 

and constructed relying on the steam system.” (St. JC1, 9:4-8). 

50. “VEPI sells steam to many critical service applications in Philadelphia including 

universities, residential complexes, hospitals and other medical facilities as well as 

numerous commercial buildings.  The steam is used for space heat, hot water, and various 

process applications such as food service, laundry and sterilization, including the 

sterilization of hospital equipment.” (St. JC1, 9:11-15) 

51. Grays Ferry’s cogeneration plant produces most of the steam sold by VEPI, even though 

VEPI does have the ability to produce steam as well. (St. JC1, 9:17-19) 

52. Grays Ferry operates “utility-scale” boilers. (St. JC1, 10:3).  By burning a single unit of 

fuel, and yet producing both electricity and steam, Grays Ferry’s overall energy output is 



 

increased compared to what would be produced separately from a power plant and a stand-

alone boiler.  See www.epa.gov/chp/chp-benefits.  This is accomplished either from waste 

heat from a combustion turbine being used to make steam, then passing steam through a 

steam turbine-generator where the steam is then extracted and used as thermal energy. (St. 

JC1, 10:13-19). 

53. Vicinity and PGW have had discussions regarding a successor agreement since 2017, 

including a further attempt begun in 2020.  None of these efforts proved to be fruitful. (St. 

JC1, 11:7-13). 

54. The unresolved issues as between Vicinity and PGW, regarding the termination of the 

contract are: 1) a replacement transportation rate; 2) the need for and level of a maintenance 

fee; 3) Release Capacity; 4) Alternate Receipt Service; 5) Bundled gas sales service; 6) 

Imbalance charges; and 7) Lost and unaccounted for gas. (St. JC1, 11:15-23). 

55. The contract and the rate designation under which PGW has served Vicinity for the last 25 

years has been “firm” because Grays Ferry sells steam to VEPI and VEPI serves critical 

needs customers such as hospitals and nursing homes. (St. JC1, 12:2-15).  However, 

because Alternate Receipt Service is critical during the colder months of the year, and is 

subject to interruption during certain conditions, the service is not firm. (Tr. 76).   

56. PGW proposed to service Vicinity under an undefined interruptible rate. (St. JC1, 12:14). 

57. PGW proposed a transportation rate of $0.75/dth, which is a 900% increase over the current 

rate, (St. JC1, 12:17-23), while admitting that there have been no changes to the manner in 

which PGW provides service to Vicinity. (Tr. 163). 



 

58.  Mr. Crist testified that on the basis of costs that he had seen when he prepared his direct 

testimony, that the appropriate rate for Vicinity should remain at $0.08/dth. (St. JC1, 13:1-

8). 

59. Vicinity’s payment of the maintenance fee of over $160,000 was not in line with PGW’s 

expenses for maintaining the line and thus resulted in a substantial subsidy for PGWs other 

customers. (St. JC1, 13:10-14:12). 

60. Mr. Crist testified that a cost-based maintenance fee for the four-mile pipeline, based upon 

PGW’s documented costs, should be $663/yr. (St. JC1, 14:14-16). 

61. Mr. Crist pointed out that PGW holds more capacity than it needs, and that it sells that 

excess capacity to third parties for which it is permitted to retain a portion of the revenue. 

(St. JC1, 14:18-20). 

62. Because Vicinity was unable to obtain sufficient interstate pipeline capacity on the 

Philadelphia Lateral, PGW agreed to release a certain amount of capacity to Vicinity, but 

only for the non-winter months (May-September).  PGW charges Vicinity the market rate 

for this capacity which amounted to $1.4 million in 2021.  In 2012, Vicinity was able to 

purchase additional capacity and it no longer has use for the release capacity, but it is still 

charged 1.4 million and PGW has refused to take the capacity back. (St. JC1, 15:19-16:6). 

63. Alternate Receipt Service (ARS) is a swap arrangement, necessitated by PGW’s refusal to 

release excess capacity to Vicinity in the winter months (October to April).  To effectuate 

the non-release, PGW invented the fiction that Vicinity would deliver gas to PGW via the 

Skippack Lateral in northwestern Philadelphia, while PGW would deliver the equivalent 

amount of gas to Vicinity using the Philadelphia Lateral.  The gas that is delivered on the 

Philadelphia Lateral uses the excess capacity that PGW holds on that segment, while 



 

Vicinity procures the capacity for delivering the gas to the Skippack Lateral.  PGW incurs 

virtually no cost to provide this service, yet Vicinity pays $54,000 per year. (St. JC1, 16:8-

17:2). 

64. There are times when there are interruptions of service on the Philadelphia Lateral and 

VEPI must purchase low pressure gas through PGWs low pressure distribution system.  At 

those times, Grays Ferry/VEPI, purchases a bundled sales service from PGW, which is 

nonetheless, delivered using a portion of the four-mile line. (St. JC1, 17:4-14).  

65. If PGW burns more, or less, gas than is delivered, it creates an imbalance. For 25 years, 

Vicinity has been managing its consumption and deliveries on the four-mile line and 

balancing with TETCO, and has been responsible to TETCO for any penalties, etc.  (St. 

JC1, 17:16-18:3).  PGW has attempted, without any reason, to impose imbalance charges 

on Vicinity, when PGW has no risk from the present arrangement. (Id.)   

66. PGW is seeking to charge Vicinity for lost and unaccounted for Gas, also known as LUF.  

Because Vicinity pays for its gas at the meter with TETCO, and it is the only entity moving 

gas on the four-mile line, if there is gas missing once it gets to Vicinity, it is Vicinity that 

is shorted and PGW incurs no cost whatsoever and it has no risk either. (St. JC1, 18:5-20). 

67. PGW has consistently insisted that Vicinity take interruptible service, which without any 

qualification or additional services, appears to be too risky for Vicinity.  (St. JC1, 19:4-5).  

However, ARS, which is used by Grays Ferry nearly every day in the winter, is interruptible 

under certain conditions, and so Vicinity can accept some interruption risk, as Mr. Crist 

stated under cross-examination. (Tr. 76-77). 

68. Mr. Crist’s testifies that cost causation is the polestar of ratemaking and that the rates 

charged to Vicinity should be based on the costs that Vicinity imposes on the PGW system. 



 

PGW is a cash flow utility, meaning its rates must be justified by showing the costs that 

the rates provide coverage for.  PGW’s proposed rates for Vicinity have no basis in cost 

causation. (St. JC1, 20:4-8). 

69. “An allocated cost of service study (“COSS”) reviews the nature of the costs incurred by 

the utility and assigns those costs to the appropriate customer class based on causal factors.  

Some costs are straightforward to allocate while others are shared among two or more 

customer classes, which requires an allocation mechanism based on demand, commodity 

or customer data.” (St. JC1, 20:10-14).  

70. During the COSS, if costs can be directly attributed to a specific customer or customer 

groups and not shared with other customer groups then those costs are directly allocated to 

that customer/customer group. (St. JC1, 20:16-18). 

71. PGW performed a COSS as part of its presentation in this case. (Exhibit JC5.1). 

72. According to Mr. Crist, there are major flaws in PGW’s cost of service study.  “The first 

step of any cost-of-service study is to determine what costs can be directly assigned to a 

specific customer.  The four-mile pipeline to Vicinity is clearly an example of an asset that 

should be directly assigned. It was constructed for one customer, Vicinity.  It was paid for 

by Vicinity and has been operated for 25 years providing gas transportation service solely 

to Vicinity. That line is a dedicated facility that should be directly assigned to Vicinity.” 

(St. JC1:21:3-8). 

73. Mr. Crist testified that Vicinity is indeed a unique customer. Vicinity “is the largest 

customer by far on the PGW system. It is supplied by a dedicated, high-pressure pipeline 

that serves no other customers.  The annual load factor for Vicinity based on the peak daily 

quantity of 52,000 Dth/day and an annual consumption of 13.47 million Dth, is over 70%, 



 

which is superior to the load profiles of residential or commercial customers. An attempt 

to include Vicinity in customer class allocations does not conform with the accepted 

methods of conducting a COSS.” (St. JC1, 21:10-15). 

74. The Commission’s regulations specify how the cash flow methodology used by PGW is to 

work:  

The Commission is obligated under law to use the cash flow methodology 
to determine PGW’s just and reasonable rates.  Included in that requirement 
is the subsidiary obligation to provide revenue allowances from rates 
adequate to cover its reasonable and prudent operating expenses, 
depreciation allowances and debt service, as well as sufficient margins to 
meet bond coverage requirements and other internally generated funds over 
and above its bond coverage requirements, as the Commission deems 
appropriate and in the public interest for purposes such as capital 
improvements, retirement of debt and working capital. (see 52 Pa. Code § 
69.2702(b)). 
Accordingly, Mr. Crist stated that under the Cash Flow method, the rates 
for “Grays Ferry must provide debt service coverage and the just and 
reasonable O&M costs. PGW determined that Vicinity’s annual volume for 
rate setting purposes is 13.15 million Dth. All but 150,000 Dth or 1.1% of 
the total volumes were delivered through the four-mile line. The rates for 
Vicinity should be determined by direct assignment for most of the gas 
consumed.  The only time when gas is not delivered through the four-mile 
line is when there is an operational issue with TETCO, and in those cases 
PGW sells gas to Vicinity from the PGW low pressure distribution system.  
PGW claims that because Vicinity uses 150,000 Dth/yr that it should be 
allocated costs of the entire PGW system based on the total gas flow of 
13,150,000 Dth. This is flawed.  As I have stated previously, the rate for 
delivery of Vicinity’s gas through the four-mile line must be set by direct 
assignment.  The 150,000 Dth that is not delivered through the four-mile 
line should be priced at the WACOG plus $0.61/Dth as PGW has proposed” 
(St. JC1, 22:1-27). 
 

75. Mr. Crist testifies that PGW has sufficient excess capacity to allow it to release 21,000 

Dth/day to Vicinity on a recallable basis. (St. JC1, 24:1-8). 

76. FERC Order 636 requires non-discriminatory access to interstate pipelines.  Since then, 

large customers located in the proximity of an interstate pipeline have been able to bypass 

the local distribution company by constructing a line from the interstate pipeline to their 



 

facility.  When such a bypass occurs, the customer is no longer a customer of the local 

distribution company and therefore is not providing any distribution revenue. (St. JC1, 

24:11-14). 

77. Mr. Crist made the point that Vicinity is a good bypass candidate, and in fact has considered 

bypassing PGW since it began service in Philadelphia. (St. JC1, 24:16-17). 

78. There are other utilities in Pennsylvania that have bypass rates.  As Mr. Crist testified, 

Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, as a Main Line Distribution Service rate for large volume 

customers: those connected directly to an interstate line and those 2 miles or less from an 

interstate pipeline with Columbia providing the connection.  These rates are significantly 

lower than the non-MLDS rates that otherwise would apply, in recognition of the bypass 

ability.  The rates for these customers are based on the cost of serving them, not the costs 

of the entire system. (St. JC1, 24:18-25:9).  

79. Mr. Crist testified that Vicinity’s status as a unique customer – due to load, use of dedicated 

facilities, and high-pressure connection directly to an interstate pipeline, make it an ideal 

candidate for a “bypass” rate. (St. JC1, 25:11-22). Such a rate must be based on the actual 

cost to serve Vicinity. 

80. Mr. Crist testified that it appears that Vicinity is subsidizing PGW, considering that it pays 

over a million dollars per year for gas transportation, $160,000 per year for O&M and $1.4 

million for release capacity that it does not need, when PGW cannot document that amount 

in actual expenses caused by Vicinity. (St. JC1, 25:5-16). 

81. PGW attempts to persuade VEPI customers to abandon the thermal energy system and 

install natural gas boilers to produce heat themselves. It attempts to “buy” the business by 

offering discounted rates to customers and offering financial incentives.  Because PGW is 



 

a regulated cash-flow utility, the incentive and rate discounts it gives to large business 

customers are funded and subsidized by PGW’s residential customers and other existing 

customers. (St. JC1, 27:5-10).   

82. Rule 10.1.B of PGW’s tariff states, “the Customer or developer shall pay a customer 

contribution for the amount of the estimated cost in excess of the investment determined 

by the Company to be warranted by the anticipated revenue to be derived from the 

extension.  Included in the calculation of the above cost may be an appropriate allowance 

for transmission and distribution main extensions (emphasis added) required to furnish the 

Gas supply to local areas where Gas Service is needed.”  PGW relies on this tariff provision 

to fund payments to prospective customers, but the critical flexibility is the freedom that 

PGW uses to make large cash payments that can be found in the language of Rule 2.3. (St. 

JC1, 27:22-28:6). 

83. Mr. Crist testified that “1) the four-mile line was constructed for and paid for by Vicinity, 

the only customer served by the line. 2) 2. 98.6% of the gas PGW delivers to Vicinity flows 

down TETCO’s Philadelphia Lateral and then onto the dedicated four-mile line. 3) 

Distribution service for this gas should be based on the directly allocated costs to provide 

the service, which is completely consistent with PGW’s sworn, Commission approved 

position in four prior rate cases. 4) The gas delivered by TETCO is through a combination 

of (1) Vicinity’s own capacity purchased from TETCO, (2) PGW’s released capacity 

during the summer (for which Vicinity pays a mutually calculated market rate), and (3) 

Alternate Receipt Service, (which Vicinity pays for at costs greater than PGWs cost of 

service).  5) A mere 1.4% of the gas used by Vicinity flows through the PGW distribution 

system for which Vicinity is charged $0.61 per Dth plus the WACOG (“Weighted Average 



 

Cost of Gas”).  I agree with PGW’s desire to charge $0.61 per Dth plus the GCR cost of 

gas instead of the WACOG. 6) PGW’s COSS ignores fundamental cost causation 

principals and direct allocation methodology, and without any basis reverses PGW’s 

previous position on cost causation in every base rate proceeding it has filed and had 

approved since 2007.  It is fatally flawed and must be rejected.” (St. JC1-SR, 3:3-4:7). 

84. In response to Mr. Zuk’s testimony, Mr. Crist stated, “25 years ago in the mid-1990s, 

Vicinity’s intention was to construct its own four-mile line to interconnect with TETCO’s 

Philadelphia lateral and had undertaken engineering work, right of way procurement, and 

completed the necessary filings with FERC.” Mr. Zuk states, “GFCP/VEPI had threatened 

to construct a lateral.” (PGW St.1R, 6:17).  This was not a threat.  This was Vicinity’s plan.  

For a large facility such as Vicinity that requires significant natural gas quantities on a 

continuous basis, constructing its own pipeline was a sound business decision 25 years ago, 

and remains a viable option today. Vicinity had already secured FERC approvals in 1995 

when PGW initiated its campaign to capture Vicinity’s business through the arrangement 

embodied in the present contract” (St. JC1-SR, 4:12-21). 

85. With regard to Mr. Zuk’s assertion that Rate GTS-Firm has been discontinued, Mr. Crist 

said, “Vicinity and VEPI are the only customers served under the GTS-Firm rate, so 

PGW’s move to discontinue rate GTS-Firm is and has been part of its plan to avoid 

extending the current contract and attempt to force Vicinity onto a rate schedule that is 

wildly out of line with the actual cost to serve Vicinity.  But even in the absence of rate 

GTS-Firm, there is no reason PGW, and Vicinity cannot develop and agree to a new 

contract under terms that reasonably reflect the actual cost to serve Vicinity on the four-

mile line.” (St. JC1-SR, 6:4-10).   



 

86. Mr. Zuk testified on Rebuttal that Vicinity does not merit a special rate simply because it 

is the largest PGW customer by far.  He also testified that he did not believe that a 

competitive threat to PGW existed with Vicinity. (St. JC1-SR, 7:7-11).   

87. Mr. Crist explained that Vicinity is served by a dedicated four-mile line (which it paid for 

in its entirety, and for which it has paid O&M costs since 1996) that interconnects directly 

with TETCO.  Twenty-five years ago, Vicinity was on the verge of bypassing PGW; it had 

FERC approval, it had completed the engineering study and procured the necessary rights-

of-way to construct the line.  Nothing has changed in 25 years to make bypass less realistic.  

However, rather than offering a contract extension at a reasonable rate, PGW appears to be 

determined to “push Vicinity down the bypass path.” If Vicinity opts to bypass, PGW will 

lose its largest customer and millions of dollars in revenue.  However, Vicinity’s departure 

will not save PGW any expense, since PGW has been unable to identify any expenses that 

are caused by Vicinity.  In which case the four-mile line will become an unused asset.  (St. 

JC1-SR, 7:14-8:4). 

88. In response to Mr. Zuk’s assertion that Vicinity is not a unique customer of PGW, Mr. Crist 

testified that: “Grays Ferry is a utility scale customer, consuming over billion cubic feet of 

gas annually, so it is not just “another large customer.” (St. JC1-SR, 9:18-10:2).  

89. Mr. Zuk was unable to cite any other PGW customer whose consumption approaches 

Vicinity’s. Mr. Zuk explained there could be customers served from other PGW 

distribution pipes at 150 psig but fails to mention that Vicinity receives service from the 

four-mile line commonly at 450 psig, more than three times the pressure of any other PGW 

customer.  He cites the 22% load factor of the VEPI boilers and claims other customers 

have comparable or higher load factors but fails to explain that the data upon which he 



 

bases his faulty analysis is from a meter that is used only on the rare occasions that gas is 

not available through the four-mile line.  In 2021 that [low pressure] meter recorded a mere 

196,206 Dth out of Vicinity’s total consumption of 13,373,288 Dth – 1.4% of Vicinity’s 

total consumption. Mr. Zuk based his argument on a meter that carried a mere 1.4% of 

Vicinity’s load. Mr. Zuk’s claims provide nothing convincing.  Vicinity is uniquely large 

and unmatched by other PGW customers, and it sits in a location that is very accessible for 

pipeline bypass. (St. JC1-SR, 8:10-9:1). 

90. Mr. Crist insisted that any special rate design must be based upon cost of service.  There 

may be other factors considered, such as competitive opportunities that would also justify 

establishing a rate that is less than cost of service.  However, Vicinity produces revenue 

for PGW without imposing additional costs.  Ms. Heppenstall’s Cost of Service Study is 

not valid because she ignored cost causation.  A mere 1.4% of the gas Vicinity uses flows 

in part from the low-pressure system, while the other 98.6% flows exclusively down the 

four-mile pipeline. (St. JC1-SR, 9:5-15). 

91. Mr. Crist testified that the 1.4% of gas that flows to Vicinity through the low-pressure 

system is used solely to fuel boilers when service on the Philadelphia Lateral is unavailable 

so that VEPI can continue to produce steam for its customers.  However, that gas already 

is subject to a substantially higher rate than the gas that flows down the four-mile pipeline.  

This distinction reflects the different means of transportation. (St. JC1-SR, 10:4-13). 

92. PGW could not identify any O&M expense attributable to the four-mile line, which 

supports Mr. Crist’s contention that PGW has not done any significant maintenance on the 

line. (St. JC1-SR, 10:16-23). 

93. Mr. Crist testifies that Ms. Heppenstall’s COSS suggests that Vicinity’s $0.08/Dth rate 



 

should increase to $0.601/Dth and that the proposed rate is an error due to faults in her 

methodology.  Mr. Crist agrees that rates should be cost based but the COSS that Ms. 

Heppenstall produced does not comply with ratemaking principles and its results are not 

valid. (St. JC1-SR, 11:8-11). 

94. Mr. Crist explained the radical change in PGW’s COSS methodology, “in four previous 

base rate cases in 2007, 2009, 2017, and 2020, PGW treated Vicinity in the same manner 

that I recommended Vicinity should be treated: that is, served solely through the high 

pressure four- mile line that does not use and therefore should not be allocated any portion 

of the cost of the PGW low pressure distribution system.  In its 2017 base rate case (Docket 

R-2017-2586783) PGW specifically considered whether to allocate the costs of the PGW 

distribution system to the service PGW provides to Vicinity.” (St. JC1-SR, 11:16-22). 

95. Mr. Crist continued, stating, PGW told the Commission that Vicinity did not use PGW’s 

distribution system because it obtained its gas through the dedicated four-mile line, which 

Vicinity had paid for when constructed. Mr. Kenneth Dybalski, PGW’s Vice President of 

Energy Planning & Technical Compliance, stated:   

the Company explained that the GTS class, at the time of the class cost of 
service study, was comprised of just three customers for whom the 
Company maintained separate accounts. Only one GTS customer 
(Customer A) was included in the Design Day Mains allocator in the COSS 
because, at the time the cost of service study was conducted, it was provided 
service via PGW’s interconnected distribution system. Customer A has 
since ceased operations in April 2017. The company further explained that 
the two other GTS customers (Customers B and C) were not include in the 
Design Day Mains allocator in the COSS because they are served on a 
separate individual gas main that is not part of PGW’s distribution system.”  

 
To be clear, Customers B and C refer to Grays Ferry and VEPI. Mr. Dybalski also provided 

this question and answer:   



 

Q. Who financed the separate individual gas mains that serve GTS 
customers B and C?   

 
A. Customers B and C financed the individual gas main upon 

installation.  
 
(PGW St. No. 6-R, 2:5-17.) (St. JC1-SR, 12:1-22). 

 
92. The Brattle Group’s Phillip Hanser shared Mr. Dyblaski’s view on the appropriateness of 

directly assigning the costs of the self-financed main (the four-mile pipeline) to Rate GTS 

customers and conversely, NOT assigning the cost responsibility for the remainder of the 

PGW system.  He testified:  

The GTS customers that remain are not embedded inside PGW’s 
distribution system in the same way as other Rate IT distribution customers. 
As explained by Company witness Mr. Dybalski in his rebuttal testimony, 
these GTS customers are served on a separate individual gas main that was 
financed by those customers upon installation, and that is not part of PGW’s 
distribution system. Because these GTS customers are served on a separate 
self-financed individual gas main, their distribution mains and supply costs 
are directly assignable and, thus, they should not be assigned responsibility 
for distribution system costs in the same way as other customers that receive 
service via PGW’s interconnected distribution system. (PGW St. No. 5-R, 
10:25-11:8) 

 
Both PGW witnesses in that case are clear that Grays Ferry is not receiving service through 

PGW’s low pressure distribution system and therefore should not be allocated the costs of 

that system. (St. JC1-SR, 12:26-13:18). 

93. Ms. Heppenstall has done very few, a total of 3, natural gas Cost of Service Studies.  In 

prior gas cases, she agreed that direct assignment of costs is appropriate for large 

customers. (Pa PUC v. UGI, Docket R-2021-3030218, UGI St. No. 10, 5:1-3). 

94. In 2020, When Ms. Heppenstall performed her first COSS for PGW, she also did not 

allocate low-pressure distribution system costs to Vicinity.  In this case, however, she 

inexplicably changes her position, and now fails to recognize that service to Vicinity uses 



 

only the four-mile pipeline and should not be allocated distribution system costs. (St. JC1-

SR, 15:3-15). 

95. In Mr. Crist’s opinion, Ms. Heppenstall’s COSS is inconsistent with her prior testimony 

since nothing has changed that would require a change in allocation.  Mr. Crist testified:  

The only thing that has changed is that Vicinity’s contract is coming to an 
end, and PGW seeks to justify a higher rate. That is the antithesis of the role 
of an expert’s COSS. In a legitimate COSS, actual facilities usage and 
operational realities drive allocation of facility costs, which is the 
foundation for just and reasonable rates. Instead, PGW, through Ms. 
Heppenstall, has contrived to allow a preordained goal of much higher rates 
to drive the manner in which facility costs are allocated. This turns what 
should be a fact-driven inquiry upside down. Ms. Heppenstall’s COSS 
should be dismissed because it is based on an inherently suspect and wholly 
unjustified about-face on fundamental facts concerning the underlying 
facility usage and operational realities. I will continue to address this topic 
of how Vicinity has always used PGW’s system to receive its gas – and how 
that usage has not changed - as I review additional PGW witness testimony.  
(St. JC1-SR, 15:12-22). 
 

96. Ms. Heppenstall’s COSS, presented as Exhibit CEH-1, treated gas delivered to Vicinity 

under the ARS as though it flowed through PGW’s distribution system, and as a result 

allocated substantial costs to Vicinity.  Mr. Crist made adjustments to Ms. Heppenstall’s 

COSS model by including the gas delivered annually using the ARS (3,666,839 Dth) with 

the gas delivered through the Philadelphia Lateral using Vicinity’s leased capacity and 

PGW’s released capacity (9,510,243 Dth).  The total annual volume of gas that is delivered 

to Vicinity through the Philadelphia Lateral and high pressure four-mile line (13,177,082 

Dth) is 98.6% of Vicinity consumption.  As Ms. Heppenstall did, Mr. Crist separated the 

volumes that are provided at lower pressure through PGW’s distribution system when gas 

flow through the high pressure, four-mile line is interrupted (notably not delivered through 

the Philadelphia Lateral and the high pressure four-mile line), which is 196,206 Dth per 



 

year (1.4% of Vicinity consumption).  The revised COSS is presented as Exhibit JC-12. 

(St. JC1-SR, 16:4-16). 

97. Mr. Crist testified about the results of his changes to Ms. Heppenstall’s COSS: 

“[u]understand that the only change I made in the COSS was to reallocate the ARS gas 

volumes from the distribution system allocators to the dedicated pipeline – reflecting the 

reality of how the ARS functions.  The results still are greater than what the Vicinity rate 

would be if determined by direct allocation for they include significant system labor and 

overhead costs, which are not appropriate here.  Notwithstanding, examining the revised 

COSS, Schedule A shows that the cost to provide service under Ms. Heppenstall’s own 

model, as revised, to Vicinity is $2,839,000; or $0.212 per Dth based on annual volumes 

of 13,373,288 Dth.  I emphasize that $0.212 per Dth is a maximum amount, calculated by 

Ms. Heppenstall’s own model once the model reflects the reality that ARS flows gas down 

the four-mile dedicated pipeline and not through PGW’s distribution system. It is noted 

that this amount includes allocations of maintenance costs and labor cost that exceed the 

amounts that would be determined by direct assignment.  Therefore, this represents a 

maximum rate that should be applied to all the gas delivered to Vicinity through the high 

pressure four-mile line, in absence of a proper direct assignment of Vicinity costs.” (St. 

JC1-SR, 16:2-17:11). 

98. Mr. Knecht testified that Rate GTS is closed to “new customers”. (OSBA St. No. 1-R, 2, 

FN 1). 

99. PGW has no firm rate for large industrial customers. (OSBA St. No. 1-R, 2:16-18). 

100. Mr. Knecht testified that accurate records regarding the actual costs incurred by PGW to 

construct those mains {four-mile pipeline] are apparently not available, although it appears 



 

likely that the CIAC contributions made by CFCG [Vicinity] represented most if not all of 

the cost incurred by PGW to construct the two mains. (OSBA St. 1-R, 3:16-18). 

101. The Contract provides for an Alternative Receipt Service (“ARS”) swap mechanism, in 

which GFCP is permitted to physically deliver gas to PGW at a different receipt point 

(Skippack, TETCO Gate Station 034) while PGW suppliers GFCP with an equal amount 

of gas using its TETCO capacity on the Philadelphia Lateral, up to a daily maximum ARS 

Quantity of 21,000 Dth/day.  The ARS Arrangement is contractually non-firm.  The ARS 

arrangement is contractual, not physical.  Gas supplies delivered to Skippack are not 

transported over PGW’s distribution system to GFCP. GPCP’s supplies come almost 

entirely through the Philadelphia Lateral and the Naphtha Line, and all supplies are 

provided through the distribution extension. (OSBA St.1-R, 4:17-5:15). 

102. PGW has been releasing capacity on the Philadelphia Lateral to third parties on a recallable 

basis. (OSBA St. 1-R, 16:5-6). 

103. Mr. Knecht opines that there is no practical difference between ARS and PGW releasing 

Philadelphia Lateral Capacity to Vicinity on a recallable basis. (OSBA St. 1-R, 16:14-19). 

104. Mr. Knecht sees no evidence that ARS supplies received at Skippack are transported to 

Vicinity and that PGW’s argument that ARS service could not be provided with the 

existence of the PGW distribution system ‘is not particularly credible.” (OSBA St. 1-SR, 

2:11-18). A swap arrangement, which is what ARS is, does not require a linking 

distribution system. (Id.) 

 



APPENDIX B 

PROPOSED CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Commission has jurisdiction over the instant complaint and the parties hereto.  66 Pa. 

C.S. § 701. 

2. The Joint Complainants have met their burden of proving that PGW has demanded rates 

that are unjust, unreasonable, and discriminatory in violation of the Pennsylvania Public 

Utility Code (“Code”).  66 Pa. C.S. §§ 1301, 1304. 

3. The Joint Complainants have met their burden of proving that PGW’s conduct in response 

to Vicinity’s efforts, beginning in 2017, to negotiate just and reasonable rates to take effect 

after the expiration of the existing contract constitutes unreasonable and discriminatory 

service under Sections 1501 and 1502 of the Code. 66 Pa. C.S. §§ 1501 & 1502. 

4. The Commission has the authority under the Code to establish rates for public utilities such 

as PGW that are just and reasonable and in the public interest.  66 Pa. C.S. §§ 1308, 1309. 

5. The Commission has the express authority under the Code, to “vary, reform, or revise, 

upon a fair, reasonable and equitable basis, any obligations, terms or conditions of any 

contract heretofore or hereafter entered into between any public utility and any person, 

corporation, or municipal corporation which embrace or concern a public right, benefit, 

privilege, duty or franchise or grant thereof, or are otherwise affected or concerned with 

the public interest and the general well-being of this Commonwealth.”  66 Pa. C.S. § 508. 

The contract at issue embraces, among other things, the public interest and is subject to 

review and revision by the Commission.  

6. Vicinity has met its burden of proving that it is entitled to a Special Rate, that the best 

vehicle for such rate is to Continue Rate GTS Firm, with whatever changes are necessary 

to effectuate this order, and that such rate must be established based only on the direct 



 

assignment of the reasonable costs incurred by PGW to serve Vicinity via the four-mile 

pipeline as described in this matter. 

7. Vicinity has met its burden of proving that ARS service is necessary.  

8. Vicinity has met its burden of proving that ARS does not “use” the PGW system as alleged 

in PGW’s testimony and that rates for distribution service cannot be premised on such use.  

9. Vicinity has met its burden of proving that it no longer needs the release capacity and that 

such service should not be part of any future service. 

10. Vicinity has met its burden of proving that it should be required to pay an O&M fee based 

on PGW’s actual cost of providing O&M services on the four-mile pipeline to the extent 

that such costs are known and measurable. 

11. PGW has failed to meet its burden of proving that the rates, terms and conditions that it has 

demanded of Vicinity are just, reasonable or in the public interest. 

 

 



APPENDIX C 

PROPOSED ORDERING PARAGRAPHS 

1. The Complaint of Grays Ferry Cogeneration Partnership, LLC and Vicinity Energy 

Philadelphia, Inc, against the Philadelphia Gas Works is sustained. 

2. To the extent necessary to effectuate this Order, the Contract at Issue in this matter, 

originally between the Philadelphia Area Industrial Authority and Vicinity’s predecessors, 

is extended for an additional 90 days and thereafter for 45-day periods until such time as 

the revisions required herein are filed with the Commission and approved. 

Notwithstanding, the Contract provision related to release capacity from May to September 

is terminated immediately and shall not be required in subsequent revisions.  

3. That the distribution rate for Vicinity, $0.08/Dth shall be continued.  After January 1, 2047, 

PGW shall be permitted to seek to adjust the distribution rate in a general rate case, but no 

more frequently than every 5 years.   

4. To the extent necessary to continue the existing contract and to otherwise provide for 

adequate time to resolve this matter, the Commission is able, under its injunctive powers 

under 66 Pa. C.S. § 502, to effectuate such efforts. 

5. PGW shall continue to provide ARS at the current rate and current limit of up to fifteen 

days of interruption subject to PGW’s ability in any rate case commenced after January 1, 

2047, to propose to recover any additional costs of providing ARS that it may reasonably 

allege should be recovered therein consistent with this Order.  Alternatively, PGW is 

permitted to release the capacity now used to provide ARS service, on a recallable basis, 

to Vicinity at the current market price. 

6. PGW shall continue to provide bundled sales service to Vicinity at a rate computed by 

adding the applicable Gas Cost Rate to $0.61 per Dth. 



 

7. PGW may continue to charge an O&M charge that shall recover the actual costs of 

providing maintenance on the four-mile pipeline.  Prior to charging or changing such rate, 

PGW shall file the proposed rate and the expenses that are to be recovered with the 

Commission and serve the filing on Vicinity. Such change in rate shall be effective on 60 

days’ notice if no objection is received. 
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